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YOUR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

F R O M the P R E S I D E N T

Fostering lifelong commitment by nurturing and supporting medical students during school

Celebrating our Graduates

C

ongratulations class of 2014! You have chosen an
honorable profession with the potential to affect
individual lives, entire cities, and even the world beyond
our national borders. Personally, even now amidst all of
the trials and red tape that threatens to hem in physicians,
I would still choose a medical career. It has been a deeply
satisfying calling.
If I may, as a retired physician with 40 years of
learning and growing into personal “physician-hood,”
I want to encourage you to find ways of treating each
patient’s mind, body, and soul because this follows in the
footsteps of our Master while He was here on this earth.
The more fully I embraced this approach in my practice,
the more clearly I saw God’s hand of healing at work
through, at times, my imperfect efforts.
As alumni (new graduates and those well-established
in their profession), we have a beautiful opportunity
to make this path of medical school easier for those
currently on it. The Alumni Association, through your
donations, is committed to assisting students throughout
medical school. On the next page, we’ve included an
overview of the Alumni Association’s Student Affairs
Council Student Services. As you read, contemplate if it
is a calling of yours to help in this way.
You, our alumni, are actively giving your time, money,
creativity, expertise and leadership. Just look over the
class giving statistics printed in the last issue of the
Journal and you’ll see. We thank you for your generosity.
I especially want to thank the class of 1969 for the gift
of artwork they recently gave to our school. The story
highlighted on page 48 shows the force and energy that
can mount when we find a collective mission! It causes
me to think on questions that begin like, “What if we

Roland Zimmermann ’66
Alumni Association President
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all…? Or “How much would we accomplish if…?” Thank
you for inspiring me with your gifts.
The cover article in this issue is a multi-faceted
piece entitled, "The Doctor’s Kid." I am proud to say
that our school values its families. My wife and I raised
three children, the first born my senior year of medical
school. As I read this feature, I found myself reflecting
on that journey and the struggle that it was, at times,
to keep a work-life balance. I encourage you to write
to your editors with thoughts and stories on any of the
topics addressed in this issue and with any ideas to be
considered for future issues.
Before I close, I am pleased to report that, at a recent
meeting, the Board of Directors approved an Alumni
Journal masthead of individuals who are dedicated to
bring you, our alumni, articles of interest that will be
timely, informative, and thought provoking. Burton
Briggs ’66 agreed to take the helm as editor with
Donna Carlson ’69 serving as associate
editor. Executive Director C. Leann
Ashlock, MS, MSW, will provide
administrative leadership as managing
editor. Retired Executive Director
Dennis E. Park, MA, ’07-hon returns
as consulting editor and historian.
Rounding out the editorial
masthead are Assistant Editors/
Staff Writers Chris Clouzet and
Emily Star Poole, MFA.
We want—your editors want—
your involvement. We want to
stay connected. We want to hear
your voice. 

YEAR

1

2

3
4

Freshmen Welcome Picnic &
Orientation
Food, fun, lots of drawing prizes and a
complimentary sports brief

Food During Major Exams
Keeping students full so they can
concentrate on the task at hand

Student Guide

“Survival Guide to Loma Linda” mailed
to freshmen medical students before
their arrival

Financial Assistance For
Student Mission Electives
Support for travel expenses

Sophomore Lab Coat

Food During Major Exams

Junior Match Symposium “Strolling Through the Match”

Sophomore “After Boards Bash”

Costs covered for student names and
LLU logos to be embroidered

Keeping students full so they can
concentrate on the task at hand

$1000 support

Seminar on applying to programs and
getting into a preferred residency

Senior Seminar

Tips and tricks on surviving residency,
plus great door prizes

Senior Yearbook
$1000 support

Senior Orientation Gift
Complimentary padfolio ideal for use
during senior interviews

Financial Assistance For
Student Mission Trips
Support for travel expenses

Senior Residency
Application Photos

Annual Postgraduate
Convention (APC) Gala

Professional studio photos for student use

Complimentary tickets for student and
their significant other ($250 value), plus
great door prizes given away

Senior Interview Host Program

A
L
L

Connects students with alumni who
aid with housing, transportation
and support during their residency
interviews

Financial Assistance

Monetary support for student volunteer
groups and events

Lending Library

Medical school text and review books
available for loan at the AA office, as well
as a variety of free books for the taking

Warren Miller Film Tickets

Discounted tickets to the SM benefit
showing of the Warren Miller
ski/snowboarding film

Support For Healthy
Neighborhoods Projects

Support for student-run initiative that
address the needs of San Bernardino

Pine Springs Ranch Retreat
Ice Cream Feed

Free ice cream feed after the retreat
talent show

Annual Postgraduate
Convention (APC) Events

Complimentary lectures, student lunch,
and scientific poster session

Contribute to the Student Affairs Council Student Fund by making your donation out to “SAC Student Fund”
Alumni Association, School of Medicine Loma Linda University
11245 Anderson St., Ste. 200, Loma Linda, CA 92354
(909) 558-4633 | llusmalumni@llu.edu | www.llusmaa.org

F R O M the D E A N

T H I S and T H A T

Highlights of the 100th Anniversary Graduation

J

une 2014 marked the 100th anniversary of the first
graduating class from Loma Linda University School
of Medicine. Although the number of graduates has
changed enormously (six MD graduates in 1914 vs.
172 in 2014), the mission of whole-person and Christcentered care remain the same.
Fittingly, we honored five school of medicine graduates
who have played prodigious roles in the success of our
school during the second half of its 100-year history.
The university selected Leroy Reese ’72 as Alumnus of
the Year. Dr. Reese's contributions as member of the board
of directors, LLUSM Associate Dean of Education, and
residency program director of Obstetrics & Gynecology
at White Memorial Medical Center, have been enormous.
Dr. Reese has been an invaluable resource and advisor to
the dean’s office on issues of ethnic diversity. He has been
a constant and positive influence on this institution
over the past four decades.
The Humanitarian Award was given to
Charles Sims ’60, co-owner of California
Cryobank whose generous support to the school
will make a major contribution in sustaining
our basic science research mission. On
January 11, 2013, I had the privilege of
touring his cryobank and was impressed
by the sophistication of the facility and
its worldwide impact and service.
Receiving the first of two
Distinguished Service Awards from
the school of medicine was John Mace
’64. Dr. Mace became chair of pediatrics
at the age of 36 and served in that role
for 28 years. Under his leadership, the
department grew from six to more than
100 faculty. Dr. Mace saw his passion grow
through the building of our Children’s
Hospital. I, among many others, consider
Dr. Mace an important mentor throughout
my career.
The second Distinguished Service Award
was given to Clifton Reeves ’60, for his

Alumni Tours and Events*

extraordinary contribution to the education of thousands
of students. Indeed, it was his style of medical student
teaching tutorials that I (and many others) have emulated.
For nearly 50 years Dr. Reeves taught approximately
500 surgery residents. Remarkably, the current chiefs of
surgery at Loma Linda Veteran’s Hospital, Arrowhead
Regional Medical Center, Riverside County Regional
Medical Center, Kaiser Fontana, and Kaiser Riverside
have all been residents who were trained by Dr. Reeves.
The Loma Linda University Health Lifetime
Achievement Award went to David B. Hinshaw Sr. ’47
who served in various roles including dean, executive
vice president of medical affairs, and CEO of LLUMC
between the years of 1962 and 1995. Dr. Hinshaw will
always be remembered for having the vision, courage, and
fortitude to combine our two campuses at Loma Linda.
In 1963, at the age of 12 and living near the Los Angeles
campus, I distinctly recall countless number of family
dinner conversations about the pros and cons of moving
the clinical teaching faculty to the Loma Linda campus.
As those in attendance listened to the centennial
history of our school with its struggles and triumphs,
delivered in the commencement address by President
Richard Hart ’70, we were reminded of the steadfast faith
in God that our founders possessed to persevere and
overcome insurmountable odds. In addition, the presence
of God since the inception of our school has been evident
throughout its history.
As we move forward with Loma Linda University’s
capital campaign Vision 2020, it is with much prayer
that we humbly ask for God’s continued leading and
ask that you, our most valuable assets, partner with us,
not only in prayer but with your financial gifts to assure
the continuation of this unique and much needed whole
person care model that we daily strive to instill in each
of our students. In this hurting world—I think you
will agree—modern medicine is in desperate need of
physicians who are willing to share the Great Physician
with their patients. 

School of Medicine Dean

Alumni Journal

n July 2014, a group of 28 alumni and friends toured
Alaska and the Yukon. The successful trip included
sight-seeing, bonding, spiritual renewal, and sharing of
updates about the school of medicine and the Alumni
Association.
In August, Roger Hadley ’74, dean of the school of
medicine, and Leann Ashlock, executive director of the
Alumni Association, traveled to Ohio for the Kettering
Meet the Dean event, which Robert Smith ’81 generously
hosted at the beautiful Moraine Farm estate. 

Pictured left to right, Setty Porco ’59, Gerald Casebolt ’49, Gordon
Peterson ’74, James L. Edwards ’73-A, James J. Edwards ’73-B, Leann
Ashlock, Roger Hadley ’74, and Lindsay Paden ’76-A pose in front of the
Klondike Spirit Paddlewheeler after a tour of the Yukon River during the
Alaska & Yukon Gold Rush Tour in July 2014.
Roger Hadley ’74 (front, far left), and Robert Smith ’81 and his wife Jeanette
Smith ’81 (front, center), stand with alumni attendees of the Kettering Meet the
Dean event at the Moraine Farm estate near the Kettering Medical Center campus.

*Additional photos available at www.thecentralline.llusmaa.org and
may also appear in a future issue of the Alumni Journal.
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Honored alumni

1. A minimum of 10 years practicing medicine.
2. Never previously elected as an Honored Alumnus.
3. The following factors should be considered:
a. contributions to medical education
b. medical missionary pursuits
c. medical research
d. community, government, and military service
e. active commitment to goals and objectives of the SDA Church
f. commitment to, and support of, the LLUSM Alumni Association
g. continuing active support of goals and objectives of the LLUSM
h. active participation in appropriate medical and surgical societies

for

alumnuS of tHe Year

1. All criteria for choosing the
Honored Alumni apply here as well.
2. A significant part of further
consideration should be a
candidate’s having been recognized
for a major contribution in the
field of medicine or the humanities
in recent past that brings credit to
his or her profession, School, and Church.

Submit nominations to the Alumni Association office in writing, by email, or at www.llusmaa.org. Include the nominee’s
qualifications based on the criteria. nominationS cloSe october 6. Awards will be presented at the 2015 APC Gala.

S C H O O L of M E D I C I N E N E W S

LLUSM Class of 2018
Matriculates

O

n Thursday, August 7, the class of 2018 began
medical school orientation. That evening, in keeping
with LLUSM tradition, the new freshmen received their
white coats and first took the LLUSM Physician’s Oath at
the White Coat Ceremony held at the University Church.
Mindi Guptill ’06 gave the address, reminding the students
of the importance of the white coat and the oath.

Class of 2018 by the Numbers
•

Roger Woodruff ’81, family medicine
chair, presents his son Michael Woodruff
with a white coat.

Paul Lui ’84, associate professor of
urology, embraces his son Garrett Lui
at the White Coat Ceremony.

•
•
•
•
•
•

168: number of new students (selected from 5,677
applicants)
95: number of men
72: number women
23.4 years: average age
13: number of countries represented in the class
23: number of students in the class with at least one
parent who is an alumnus of LLUSM
33: number of U.S. states and territories represented

100th Anniversary Bash

O

n June 1, the school of medicine hosted its 100th Anniversary Bash, in celebration
of the centennial anniversary of its first graduation. Hundreds of families attended
the event, enjoying local food vendors, live music, performers, and fireworks.
The evening marked the end of the school's five-year centennial celebration—which
began in October 2009—comemmorating the five-year medical school journey of the
first graduating class. 
Hundreds of families gathered outside Centennial Complex to enjoy local food vendors, live
music, performers, and fireworks.

Mindi Guptill ’06, assistant professor of
emergency medicine, and her family meet a stilt
walker at the bash.
6
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Two Departments Welcome New Leadership
Gynecology and Obstetrics

Earth and Biological Sciences

Melissa Kidder ’94
Dr. Melissa Kidder has recently been appointed chair
of the department of gynecology and obstetrics.
We want to thank Dr. Kidder for accepting this
position and express appreciation to her for serving
admirably as the interim chair for the past several months.
Dr. Kidder received her MD from LLUSM in 1994
and completed a residency at LLUMC in obstetrics
and gynecology in 1998. She has been a member of
the faculty of LLUSM since 1998. She is currently an
associate professor of gynecology and obstetrics. She
has served as assistant director and director of the
Residency Training Program for the department, and on
multiple committees within the department, including
the executive committee.
Dr. Kidder is board certified by the American Board
of Obstetrics and Gynecology. She is a member of many
professional associations, including the American College
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. She has received
multiple awards, including the Association of Professors
of Gynecology and Obstetrics Excellence in Teaching
Award in 2002.

Dr. Suzanne Phillips
Suzanne Phillips, PhD, has joined LLUSM Basic
Sciences as chair of the department of earth and biological
sciences. She is transferring from her position as chair of
the department of biology at Southwestern Adventist
University (SWAU). She graduated from Loma Linda
University Department of Microbiology in 2003.
Dr. Phillips finished her dissertation under the able
direction of Dr. Barry Taylor and a year and a half of
postdoctoral research at the University of California,
Riverside, before joining the department of biology at
SWAU. Her research experience, excellent teaching, and role
as a department leader will serve her well in her new position.
For several years she has been involved in the
Seventh-day Adventist Church's activities on the subject
of the interaction between faith and science.
Dr. Kidder and Dr. Phillips join Penelope DuerksenHughes, PhD, and Kathleen Clem ’89 as current female
department chairs at LLUSM. Under Dr. Clem's leadership,
the department of emergency medicine was recently awarded
Outstanding Department by the Academy of Women in
Emergency Medicine. 

Dr. George and Denise Kafrouni Endowed Chair

O

n June 8, a dinner was held in honor of George
Kafrouni ’61 and his wife Denise Kafrouni in
gratitude for their generous gift of the George and Denise
P. Kafrouni Endowed Chair for Education and Research
of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery. The goals of the
endowed chair are to support clinical care, education, and
research in the department of cardiovascular and thoracic
surgery.
Dr. Kafrouni served 27 years as chair of the
department of thoracic and cardiovascular surgery at
White Memorial Medical Center, and was assistant
professor in the LLUSM department of cardiovascular
and thoracic surgery and managing partner of Surgical
Multispecialities Medical Group. He is a member of the
Society of Thoracic Surgeons, a fellow of the American
College of Surgeons, and certified by the American Board
of Surgery and the American Board of Thoracic Surgery.

His medical mission service took him to Bangkok,
Thailand, and Saudi Arabia, where the LLU Overseas
Heart Surgery Team performed the first heart surgery in
that country.
Born in Heliopolis, Egypt, Dr. Kafrouni met Denise P.
Noujim in Lebanon and married her six years later in Los
Angeles, four days after his medical school graduation.
Mrs. Kafrouni earned her master’s degree in library
science from the University of Southern California and
has dedicated her energies to philanthropy.
Also funded in the last academic year is the Charles
A. Sims Endowed Chair in Molecular and Cellular
Medicine, the result of the generous contribution of
Charles A. Sims ’60, co-founder and medical director of
California Cryobank and of Family Cord Blood Services,
and an honored alumnus of Loma Linda University
School of Medicine. 

Upcoming Alumni Events

Follow the School of Medicine Online

October 4
Boston Meet the Dean event

Website: www.llu.edu/medicine
Facebook.com/llusm
Twitter: @LLUMedSchool
Student Blog: www.llu.edu/llusmblog
The Dean's Instagram: @RogerHadley September-December 2014

November 8
Chicago/Berrien Springs Meet the Dean event
Summer 2015
Travel with us! Check www.llusmaa.org soon for trip details.
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INTERVIEW
making very responsible decisions. What I came to find
out was that, in many cases, decisions that were being
made were not necessarily dependent upon superior
knowledge or wisdom but based on things of which they
had very little control. Had I understood that better at
an earlier age, I may have been more understanding and
tolerant of some of their decisions.

Insights from a Surgeon
An Interview with Donald Weaver ’74
Originally published in Ambassador Magazine and reprinted by permission

A

s the Chairman of the Department of Surgery at Wayne State University School of Medicine
and the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Detroit Medical Center, Donald Weaver ’74 has made amazing
strides in the world of medicine. After graduating at the top of his class from medical school at

Loma Linda University in California and doing his surgical residency at Wayne State University School of Medicine,
he then joined the staff of Harper Hospital. Since then Dr. Weaver has planted deep roots here in Michigan due to his
strong belief in the program, his colleagues, and the city of Detroit. In an intimate interview with his dear friend and
Ambassador publisher, Denise Ilitch, Dr. Weaver sits down to discuss his road to becoming a world-renowned surgeon
and a world class human being.

To what do you attribute your success?
While there are many stories about successful people
pulling themselves up by their bootstraps, my observation
is that the majority of people who are successful are those
who have the virtue of education, family connections,
or simply their station in life, who have been given an
opportunity and they have taken advantage of it. I came
from a family where education was always highly valued
and emphasized and there was no question or even
discussion as to whether I would pursue higher education.
That kind of culture, more often than not, breeds success.

What is the guiding principle you live by?
I try to live by the principle of the Golden Rule, treating
others as you want to be treated. I found that when
applied, it usually results in good decisions.

What do you know now that you wish you knew
earlier in life?
When I was younger I always assumed that people that
were ahead of me, particularly people who were responsible
for my supervision, had much more knowledge and were
much wiser than myself and were, therefore, capable of
8
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What advice would you give someone who wants
to have the same career as you?
I’d give them advice that no two careers can be identical.
Each person has their own skill set, their own strengths
and, unfortunately, their own weaknesses. Above all, they
should set the direction and pace of their career based
upon who they are as people. A major part of that is to
set personal priorities and decide what is really important
to accomplish, because although most of us want to be
all things to all people, no one has either the time nor the
skill set which will make that possible. Define yourself by
one or two things which you do well.

What was the toughest situation you faced and
how did you deal with it?
I think this past year, as the economic challenges in
the region have affected everyone, the department of
surgery has been no exception. The challenge of how to
responsibly and fairly divide a shrinking revenue pool,
while maintaining our commitment, as a department,
to care for people from all walks of life regardless of
their ability to pay, and toward both faculty and staff
who work so hard, has produced a number of sleepless
nights. During these tough times, there’s value in drawing
as many people into the process of decision making as
possible. And above all, to appeal to the higher calling that
most health care providers feel.

What is the most important lesson you have
learned in being a surgeon?
A good surgeon walks a very narrow line between
confident assurance and humility. The human body
and physiology, in general, are remarkably complex, but
at the same time there are very fundamental and basic
principles of surgery which, when properly executed,
have high likelihood for success. The confident surgeon
understands this, but the humble surgeon recognizes
that there are always things not within the control of
the surgeon. Unexpected adversities may occur at any
time and often without warning. This is why I tell young
surgeons be careful, be competent, be confident but never
be cocky.

"Above all, [physicians] should set the direction and
pace of their career based upon who they are as
people. A major part of that is to set personal priorities
and decide what is really important to accomplish,
because although most of us want to be all things to
all people, no one has either the time nor the skill set
which will make that possible. Define yourself by one "A good surgeon walks a very narrow line between confident
or two things which you do well." assurance and humility…Unexpected adversities may occur
at any time and often without warning. This is why I tell
Of what accomplishments are you most proud?
I am not sure that pride is the right word, but I am young surgeons be careful, be competent, be confident, but
continuously amazed and humbled by the fact that never be cocky."
I can meet people and, in a very short period of time,
literally sometimes just a few minutes, review their
medical problem, outline a plan of action and obtain
their permission to put them to sleep and operate on
them. I find this level of trust and letting go to be almost
a sacred bond between the surgeon and his patient and
believe that it is something which is very special, should
never be taken for granted, and is a trust that should
never be violated.

Who is your mentor and why?
In many ways my father is my mentor, some for obvious
reasons that a son always admires his father, but also
because my father was a surgeon, and a skilled one at that,
but also because he is a man of great integrity.

How do you motivate others?
My experience is that young surgeons particularly don’t
require a great deal of motivation. Most of these people
are highly skilled, very intelligent and deeply driven
individuals. If I am a motivational force to them, I hope
that it would be through my example of caring deeply for
my patients, but also being an example of how a technique
or a method of doing something might be improved upon.

What do you think are the key traits for a leader?
Can you share an example?
I think the key traits for a leader are to be fair. Most
people recognize that they cannot always get their
September-December 2014
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way and that within any organization and within any
department there are always going to be competing
interests, which means that some will win and some will
lose. The other key trait, I believe, is to ask the question
"Will this decision which we are making, move forward
the goals and mission of the organization and of the
department?" That is why a mission statement or goals
for any organization are so critically important—since
resources are never unlimited. Every decision must be
made in light of the question “Will this decision advance
the organizational objectives?”

What is your idea of a perfect day off?
Believe it or not, most surgeons don’t think of a day off as
one completely separated from the care of their patients.
The perfect day off for me would be to have a report that all
my patients are doing well, they are improving as expected
following surgery and don’t require any intervention that
day. Two other key components for an ideal day off,
however, are a good book and some grandkids screaming
and running around the house.

"Believe it or not, most surgeons don’t think of a day
off as one completely separated from the care of their
patients. The perfect day off for me would be to have
a report that all my patients are doing well, they are
improving as expected following surgery and don’t
require any intervention."
Can you share with our readers the future of
surgery?
The future of surgery has never been brighter and
potentially more exciting.The future of surgery will be
more minimally invasive, more technology-based, and
more image-guided. This brings a whole new skill set
into the armamentarium of the surgeon and represents
a real challenge, for those of us interested in surgical
education, of how to train the surgeons of the future.
Since the incision is the source of the greatest morbidity
following surgery (pain, infection, dehiscence), the
smaller the incision, the more likely it is that even major
procedures can be done with a short hospital stay or
even in an outpatient setting.

What is happening with robotics?
How has the growth of technology impacted surgery?
Robotic devices, diagnostic tools and better internal
imaging are, even today, beginning a revolution in surgery
which will change forever how surgery is practiced. For
10
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that reason, being in this position, straddling the era of
historical surgical techniques, bridging to the future,
makes my job the most interesting in the world.

You spend a lot of time traveling to India to help
others. Can you share with us why and what
have you learned?
I grew up, during my high school years, in India. My
father was a missionary surgeon in a hospital in Karachi
and so, I suppose, for that reason I have had always an
interest in medicine in the third world. The truth is that
when I travel abroad and teach surgeons and care for
patients in other countries, I benefit as much or more
than they do. There is a certain fundamental goodness
to see medicine being practiced for the sheer benefit of
the patient and without any economic reward. When
I return and sit in meetings where people are arguing
about where they should park, I am fully reminded of
where reality is firmly rooted.

Can you share any health advice to our readers
from the point of view of a surgeon?
The health advice from a surgeon should be that from
virtually any kind of physician, and that is that there are
many procedures now available which screen patients for
diseases and illnesses which can then be treated in their
very earliest stages. One of the exciting future aspects
of medicine will be the customization that comes along
with learning more and more about the human genome
and the various individual factors which make each of
us uniquely susceptible or resistant to various diseases.
No longer will we rely on population statistics or large
cohorts of people being randomized to various forms of
treatment in order to understand best practices because
individual customized treatment options will become the
standard by which individual care is given in the future.

Do you have a favorite Detroit moment?
Detroit sits on the threshold of a brand new era and
opportunity for advancement in medical technology. Even
today Wayne State University's Department of Surgery
and the School of Medicine, as well as the Department
of Engineering and the SMART Sensors Lab, are
collaborating to develop highly advanced diagnostic
and therapeutic medical technologies. Given our long
relationship with the auto industry and the engineering
marvels which have been produced by that association, I
think Detroit has a very bright future in high-technology
manufacturing of medical advances. Such programs need
funding and leadership, but the basic elements for these
enterprises already exist and point to a very bright future
for Detroit. 

Save the Date

As Dr. Ellsworth Wareham (LLUSM ‘42) turns 100 years old,
to honor his years of service
please join us for a
with the Loma Linda University International Heart Institute Team

Vespers Program

Vespers Program
Friday, October 10, 2014 | 6:30 pm
Loma Linda University Church

What’s Your Plan?
“Loma Linda is a unique organization that understands the importance of treating each
individual patient. I believe it’s important to support our mission of whole person care. My
wife and I have chosen to leave our legacy by including LLUH in our wills. Our gift will
benefit several areas on campus, including the Center for Christian Bioethics.”
— Dr. Garry FitzGerald

OUR GRADUATES BECOME RESPECTED INNOVATORS
in delivering whole person care; treating body, mind and spirit. A gift in
your will benefits the next generation of Loma Linda University physicians
and the patients they serve.

Office of Planned Giving
11175 Mountain View Avenue, Suite B, Loma Linda, CA 92354
909-558-4553 | llulegacy.org | legacy@llu.edu
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Military Commissioning
Ceremony
Following the Conferring of Degrees Ceremony, a
military commissioning ceremony was held in the
Randall Amphitheater, where six 2014 medical graduates
were commissioned and promoted as officers in the
U.S. Military. Michael Walter ’73-B (inset), retired
brigadier general of the U.S. Army and former Alumni
Association president, presented opening remarks and
led the graduates in their Oath of Office and Promotion.
The school of medicine’s military graduates of 2014 are:
• Todd Kramer ’14 (Ensign, Navy)
• Ryan Hill ’14 (Second Lieutenant, Air Force)
• Christopher Corkins ’14 (Second Lieutenant, Army)
• David Rios ’14 (Ensign, Navy)
• Benjamin Smith ’14 (Ensign, Navy)
• Aubrey Winn ’14 (Ensign, Navy)

Julie Chun ’14 (left) and Sarah Chung ’14 smile for the camera while Juthamas Kositsawat ’14 sneaks into the picture with a
big grin, too. After all, it's graduation day for LLUSM's Class of 2014 and there's much to smile about.

Graduation
2014
100 Years of Graduates

G

raduation weekend was filled with touching moments and feelings of great pride as friends and
family flew in to witness and celebrate the “commencement”—the mere beginning—of their
loved one’s journey as a physician. Over 1,000 people attended the Friday evening consecration

service at the University Church. Graduates received
their graduation hoods from family members, while a
vignette authored by each student was read, expressing
appreciation for the support family had provided during
their medical education. Silver commemorative baby cups
were given to the 11 children born to 2014 class members
during their junior and senior years.
On Sabbath morning at the baccalaureate service,
Pastor Charles White, the great-grandson of Ellen
White (who was a key figure in the founding of our
university) wove the compelling story of how Mrs.
White’s devastating experiences of illness caused her
to relentlessly move the church to develop the health
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message as a linchpin of the Seventh-day Adventist
message.
The Conferring of Degrees Ceremony, held on Sunday,
May 25, featured Richard Hart ’70 as the commencement
speaker. During his address, Dr. Hart shared our rich
100-year history with the graduates.
As the 100th class of Loma Linda School of Medicine
graduates now enter their residencies around the country,
we feel a pride in knowing that what is “Loma Linda”—
the things that make it such a special place—will be
shared out and beyond our institution and this city. The
Alumni Association wishes our graduates well and can’t
wait to hear and follow their stories! 

Loma Linda University Health
Awards
•

Lifetime Service Award: David B. Hinshaw Sr. ’47,
emeritus professor of surgery

•

Global Service Award: Dr. He Chao, vice president
and professor of surgical oncology at Sir Run Run
Shaw Hospital, affiliated with Zhejiang University
Medical College

•

University Alumnus of the Year: Leroy Reese ’72,
associate dean for the Los Angeles campus, assistant
clinical professor of obstetrics and gynecology

•

University Distinguished Humanitarian Award:
Charles A. Sims ’60, president of California
Cryobank

Loma Linda University School of
Medicine Awards
•

Distinguished Service Award: John W. Mace ’64,
emeritus professor of pediatrics

•

Distinguished Service Award: Clifton Reeves ’60,
professor of general and trauma surgery

Graduation by the Numbers
68 Female graduates
103 Male graduates
171 Total number of MD graduates
Top Specialties for the LLUSM Class of 2014

1
2
3
4

Internal Medicine (16%)
Family Medicine (13%, above the national average of
8%)
Pediatrics (12%)
Anesthesiology
Emergency Medicine
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Psychiatry
(Tied at 7%)

Additional Highlights

51% of the class matched to primary care positions.
20% of the class matched to surgery and surgical
subspecialties (including anesthesiology).

32% of the class matched to residencies at LLUMC.
September-December 2014
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From the Class President
By Martha Henoa ’14

President
Martha Henao

Vice President
Brett Escarza

Social Vice President
Jason Slater

Dina AbdelMassih

Nathan Abraham

Endre Agoston

Radiation-Oncology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
La Sierra University

Internal Medicine
Eisenhower Medical Center
Occidental College

Treasurer
Kelley Hawkins

Secretary
Diana Kim

Pastor
David Beihl

Audra Almeyda

Kendra Anderson

Jordan Aney

Pediatrics
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Emergency Medicine
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr Jackson Memorial Hospital
University of Colo, Colorado Springs Andrews University

Sports Coordinator
Robert Vercio

LLUSM Senator
Michael Fargusson

LLUSM Senator
Todd Kramer

Sara Aney

Family and Preventive Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Willamette University

Karisa Archer

Emmanuel Bahamonde

Transitional
Naval Medical Center San Diego
United States Naval Academy

Community Service Rep
Aubrey Winn

Technology Rep
Justin Camara

Alumni Rep
Marcus Heisler

Traci Bailey

Nolan Bayen

Ashley Beem

Ophthalmology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Florida State University

A

s my husband Endre and I were settling into our new
post-graduation home here in Loma Linda, I came across
my acceptance letter into medical school from several years
ago. Immediately, I sat down on the floor and couldn’t help
smiling; I decided I would keep the letter as a reminder of how
God has brought me to where I am now. Before I was accepted
into medical school I had to wait through three application
cycles, and I’m glad that was God’s will. From the beginning,
I knew I was going to be part of a special class; after all, ours
was the 100th graduating class, and I’ve met the most amazing
individuals during these past four years.
I am very proud to represent our class—one composed of
such energetic and enthusiastic individuals. We have many
members that are passionate about mission work and who
have been all over the world. Our class is also committed to
our local community, and being involved with local projects
has helped us become leaders around our school campus. We
have gone through so many things together and our bond is
very special. We have seen each other at our worst and we have
celebrated many accomplishments together at our best.
As I write this, it hasn’t even been a week since we graduated
and I already miss everyone. And though we didn’t see each
other as often during our fourth year, I was always excited to
see my classmates in the elevator, hallway, or stairs. Next time
I step into Loma Linda University Medical Center, I will be
an intern. And while not everyone from my class will be there,
I’m glad at least 30 percent of our class is staying, and that my
favorite classmate—my husband—and I will be going through
this adventure together. I know the class of 2014 will leave
their footprints everywhere they go and I pray that God’s will
be done in the lives of each and every individual that makes
this class so special. God bless you. 
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Ophthalmology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Orthopaedic Surgery
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pepperdine University

Transitional
Walter Reed Nat Military Med Ctr
University of California, Davis

Anesthesiology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Ophthalmology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, LA

Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Not Disclosed
Southern Adventist University

Family and Preventive Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Canadian University College

Otolaryngology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Calif State Univ, San Bernardino

Ophthalmology
Howard University
University of California, Riverside

Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Pediatrics
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Willamette University

Graduates bow their heads reverently as prayer is offered during
graduation. For many, prayer played an important role in helping
them succeed over the past few years.

Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Internal Medicine
LAC+USC Medical Center
VA Caribbean Healthcare System
Point Loma Nazarene University Inter-Am University of Puerto Rico

Family Medicine
Methodist Hospital
La Sierra University

Obstetrics and Gynecology
White Memorial Medical Center
California Baptist University

Ryan Eggers ’14 holds his diploma next to his grandfather, Gene
Schroeder ’62, and father, John Eggers ’85.

September-December 2014
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From the Graduates
What kind of physician do you
hope to be in your practice?

Amy Bellinghausen Stewart Terrence Bennett
Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Pathology
University of New Mexico
University of California, Davis

Cherisse Bent

Neurology
University of California, Davis
La Sierra University

Baron Black

Medicine-Prelim
White Memorial Medical Center
George Fox University

Darren Brockie

Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Evangel University

Stacy Butler

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Advocate IL Masonic Med Ctr
Walla Walla College

I hope to be the kind of physician that
gets a graduation announcement from
my pediatric patients, Christmas cards
from my adult patients, and invitations
to funerals from the families of my
geriatric patients.
–Cory Mitchell ’14

Christian Colon Ripoll
Internal Medicine
Florida Hospital
University of Puerto Rico

I hope to be the kind of physician
who can manage patients' acute
presenting problems without losing
sight of their underlying humanity.
–Ryan Eggers ’14

Ashley Butlin

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Southern Illinois Univ Sch of Med
Andrews University

Bradley Cacho

Pediatrics
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Richard Camara

Not Disclosed		
Southern Adventist University

Cristina Carpintero-Ramirez Amanda Chao

Emergency Medicine
Anesthesiology
University Hospitals Case Med Ctr Loma Linda University Med Ctr
George Washington University University of California, LA

Rebecca Cheng

Family Medicine
University of California, Irvine
University of California, San Diego

Christopher Corkins

General Surgery
Brooke Army Medical Center
Allegheny College

Amy Bellinghausen Stewart ’14 poses with her mother,
Pamela Bullock ’80-B.

I plan to be a family physician and my
goal is that my patients feel heard. I
want to be the kind of doctor that
listens well.
–Aimee Harter ’14
I want to be a compassionate physician who treats the whole person—
spiritually and physically.
–Amarilis Cornejo ’14

Jeffrey Cho

Family and Preventive Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Julie Chun

Family Medicine
University of California, Irvine
La Sierra University

Amarilis Cornejo

Pediatrics
Children's Hospital of Michigan
Southern Adventist University

Kevin Crawford

Diagnostic Radiology
Emory University Hospital
Southern Adventist University

Joanna Culver

Internal Medicine
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Med Ctr
Brown University

Esther Currie

Psychiatry
University of California, Davis
University of Montana, Missoula

I hope to be a physician who truly
listens to patients and gives every
one of them the highest quality care
possible.
–Amy Bellinghausen
Stewart ’14
I want to be up-to-date and on top of
things. After that it's just a matter of
treating people how you would want
yourself or your loved one treated.
–Jason Jakobsons ’14
I hope to treat underserved populations,
perhaps in rural areas or inner cities.
–Stacy Butler ’14

At the Friday night Hooding Ceremony, silver commemorative baby cups were given to the 11
children born to 2014 class members during their junior and senior years. Among the families
to receive cups were Christopher Corkins '14 and wife Andrea Corkins with son Calvin Jacob
Corkins born April 4, 2012.
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Sarah Chung

Psychiatry
University of Cincinnati Med Ctr
University of California, Irvine

Nicholas Clough

Family Medicine
Carolinas Med Ctr-Northeast
Southern Adventist University

Kevyn Davenport

Anesthesiology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Point Loma Nazarene University

Staci Davenport

Family Medicine
John Peter Smith Hospital
Union College

Juan Diocares

Tiffany Earle

Internal Medicine
Internal Medicine
Scott & White Memorial Hospital Wake Forest Baptist Med Center
Texas State University, San Marcos Southern Adventist University

I hope to be known as a bold, blatant
Christian, who consistently prays
with patients, takes into account
their emotional, spiritual, and social
situations, and shares the amazing
peace, love, joy, and freedom that a
relationship with Jesus has brought me.
September-December
–Molly
Lewis ’14 2014 17
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From the Graduates
What things or people got you
through medical school?
My family. They reminded me of
what is really important in life.
–Jason Jakobsons ’14

Ryan Eggers

Orthopaedic Surgery
Atlanta Medical Center
Walla Walla University

MaryEllen Eller

Psychiatry
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Andrews University

Richard Elloway

Family Medicine
Florida Hospital
Canadian University College

Annie Hong

Hanna Huh

Hayley Hunt

Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
University of Texas, Houston
Univ of Washington Sch of Med
California Institute of Technology University of California, San Diego Wheaton College

Jason Jakobsons

Anesthesiology
Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hosp
Andrews University

Jesus. Praying constantly to Him,
while being thankful.
–Molly Lewis ’14
People got me through medical
school: talking on the phone to
my mom, the support and love of
my boyfriend (now husband) who
encouraged me to relax and made
sure I was eating occasionally. My
friends in the class of 2014. . .
–Hayley Hunt ’14

Richard Elloway ’14 poses with his father, Rick Elloway ’87,
after receiving his diploma.

Joseph Fargusson

Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

David Fisher

Emergency Medicine
Baylor College of Medicine
Oakwood University

Lineth Florian

Not Disclosed		
Universidad Adv de las Antillas

Janessa James

Pediatrics
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Gregory Johnson

Daphine Kaniaru

Pediatrics
Family Medicine
UNMC-CUMC Joint Pediatric Pgm Mercy Medical Center
Bethel University
Rutgers University, Newark

Howard Kao

Surgery-Prelim
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, LA

The continuity of Adventist education
got me through medical school. The
double-edged sword of always having
someone you know around makes
every situation feel like home.
–Cory Mitchell ’14
Remembering I couldn't be an
effective student without taking
"down time" with family and friends.
–Aimee Harter ’14

Renato Florian

Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Universidad Adv de las Antillas

Justin Frias

Nicholas Galloway

Family Medicine
Diagnostic Radiology
McMaster University
Vanderbilt University Med Ctr
Adventist Univ of the Philippines Pepperdine University

Kevin Gan

Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
University of California, LA

Michaela Gruzensky

Medicine-Prelim
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Andrews Univ/Canadian Univ Clge

My husband, who made sure that
we had food and clean laundry. My
parents, who listened to my stories
of medical school and offered advice
and encouragement.
–Amy Bellinghausen
Stewart ’14

Sarah Harrington

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Kern Medical Center
Southwestern Adv University

Making time for physical exercise,
visualizing the end result, and leaning
on the support of my wife and family.
–Ryan Eggers ’14

Bradley Harris

Anesthesiology
University of Utah
Walla Walla College
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Dorothy Harris

Neurology
University of California, LA
Univ of Maryland-E Shore/UCLA

Aimee Harter

Jonathan Heldt

Ryan Hill

Steven Holness

Family Medicine
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology
Diagnostic Radiology
University of Nevada Sch of Med UCLA Semel Inst for Neuroscience University of California, San Diego Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College
Pacific Union College
Walla Walla University
Stanford University

Lifetime Service Awardee and former LLUSM dean, David B. Hinshaw Sr. ’41, stands with
the other living deans of the school of medicine. From left to right: Roger Hadley ’74, B. Lyn
Behrens ’63-aff, David Hinshaw, Brian Bull ’61, and A. Douglas Will ’78-A.

The assurance that God was with me,
helping me through every step, was
the biggest encouragement. He gave
me the strength to not give up. He
gave me everything it takes to become
a physician.
–Amarilis Cornejo ’14
September-December 2014
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From the Graduates
What are your goals outside
of medicine now that you’ve
graduated?
To grow a garden!
–Amy Bellinghausen
Stewart ’14
I want to be debt free, so I want to
pay off all my loans as soon as I can!
Besides that, I would like to travel
and learn another language.
–Amarilis Cornejo ’14
I want to be able to live my life in a way
that inspires other people to hope for
something better. I want to be able
to connect people with desperately
needed resources through advocacy,
charity, and relationships.
–Cory Mitchell ’14
Well, I really want to get married,
and eventually have a couple kids, so
I'm praying and trusting God to help
me out with that in the midst of the
crazy surgical residency lifestyle.
–Molly Lewis ’14

Kristen Kendall

Angela Kim

Kevin Kim

Ryan Kim

Reuben Lakshmanan

Shawn Kim

Michael Knutson

Justin Koo

Juthamas Kositsawat

Kindra Landrith

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Southern Illinois Univ Sch of Med
La Sierra University

Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, LA

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
Johns Hopkins Univ/UCLA

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of British Columbia

Anesthesiology
Virginia Mason Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Diagnostic Radiology
Univ of Maryland Med System
University of Washington

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, Riverside

Residency is looming, but I'm hoping
to continue to cling to a semblance of
"balance" in my social, physical, and
spiritual life.
–Hayley Hunt ’14
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Pediatrics
Children's Hospital Orange County
University of California, Davis

Jason Slater ’14 is hooded by his father, Jerry Slater ’82, and grandfather, James Slater ’63, both radiation
oncologists. Jason plans to do his residency in radiation oncology and a fellowship in pediatric proton therapy—which will
make him the world's first official third generation radiation oncologist.

Elliot Lee

Michael Lee

Arthur Leitzke

Molly Lewis

Andrew Logan

Charles Mansell

John-Philip Markovic

Juan Martinez

Gennaya Mattison

Brenden Matus

Stephanie McDearmon

Justin McKibbin

Psychiatry
General Surgery
Sepulveda Veteran Affairs Med Ctr Miami Valley Hospital
University of California, Berkeley Andrews University

I want to continue to be physically
active… including completing a
triathlon, running an ultra-marathon,
and climbing mountains in the
U.S. and abroad. I also plan to learn
conversational Spanish, and start
a charity organization through
which I sponsor worthy community
development causes.
–Ryan Eggers ’14
I would like to focus on my personal
preventive health such as exercise and
diet. I would also like to get back to
reading more literature.
–Stacy Butler ’14

Emergency Medicine
Univ of Arizona CoM S Campus
Pacific Union College

Stephen Wasemiller ’14 stands with his father, Paul Wasemiller ’82, and mother, Peggy
Wasemiller.

Internal Medicine
Kettering Medical Center
Andrews University

Pediatrics
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Not Disclosed		
University of California, LA

Plastic Surgery
University of California, Irvine
Walla Walla University

Orthopaedic Surgery
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Willamette University

Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Andrews University

Internal Medicine
Family Medicine
Providence Portland Med Center Aurora St Luke's Hospital
Andrews University
Trinity International University

Emergency Medicine
Western Michigan Univ Sch of Med
California State University, Chico

General Surgery
Univresity of Texas HSC, Houston
University of Alberta

September-December 2014
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Michelle Merchant

Christina Miller

Jonathan Mills

Cory Mitchell

Keeban Nam

Khanh Nguyen

Pediatrics
Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles
University of California, Irvine

Jeffrey Cho ’14 looks pleased as he is hooded by his sister, Jennifer Cho (left), and his wife,
Michelle Cho.

David Moon

Amanda Morgan

Diagnostic Radiology
Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr Inova Fairfax Hospital
University of California, Berkeley University of Central Florida

Rindala Obeid

Ken Ochiai

Family Medicine
Not disclosed		
Kaiser Foundation Hosp, Fontana Pacific Union College
La Sierra University
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Nellie Nadeau

Family Medicine
Alaska Family Med Residency
Loma Linda Univ Sch of Nursing

Marlen Pajcini

Michael Nagib

Diagnostic Radiology
West Virginia University
University of Florida

Atilio Palma

Diagnostic Radiology
Neurosurgery
Santa Clara Valley Med Center Wake Forest School of Medicine
University of California, Berkeley University of South Florida

Internal Medicine
Medical Univ of South Carolina
Southern Adventist University

Psychiatry
University of California, Irvine
University of California, LA

Francine Park

Diagnostic Radiology
University of Illinois CoM
Union College

Youngchan Park

Psychiatry
Medical College of Wisconsin
Pacific Union College

Torrey Parry

Andrew Patterson

Gabrielle Peacher

Carolina Perry

Orthopaedic Surgery
Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Family Medicine
George Washington Univ Med Ctr University Hospitals Case Med Ctr Children's Hospital Orange County Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Point Loma Nazarene University Oakwood University
Trinity University
Andrews University

Christopher Petr

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Texas Tech University
Southwestern Adv University

Family Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Otolaryngology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, Berkeley

Joon Park

Psychiatry
Internal Medicine
Sepulveda Veteran Affairs Med Ctr Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles
University of California, Davis
Stanford University

Richard Hart ’70 addresses the graduates from the podium while the host of faculty proudly wait to see their students receive their diplomas.

Anh Tuan Pham

Christina Poh

Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, San Diego University of Rochester

Nicole Pope

Pediatrics
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
La Sierra University

David Pratt

James Quines

Ravi Rajpoot

Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Psychiatry
Diagnostic Radiology
Nationwide Children's Hospital Sepulveda Veteran Affairs Med Ctr University of California, Irvine
Point Loma Nazarene University Andrews University
University of California, Riverside

September-December 2014
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From the Graduates
What has been your most
valued lesson during your
training?

Lisa Rasmussen

Pediatrics
University of California, Davis
Westmont College

Maureen Serem
Not Disclosed		
Andrews University

John Shin

Internal Medicine
Mayo Clinic
Univ of Maryland, College Park

Rhonaldo Silaban

Emergency Medicine
SUNY Upstate Medical University
University of California, LA

Nathan Silvestri

Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College

Besides learning a lot about myself,
I also learned that med school is not
for immature people, seeking help
early is not a sign of weakness, and
delayed gratification in med school is
not only a virtue but a lifestyle.
–Amarilis Cornejo ’14
Don't sacrifice friendships for
studying/working all the time.
Perfect grades and top test scores
aren't necessary and aren't worth it!
–Molly Lewis ’14

On Saturday morning at the baccalaureate service, Pastor Charles White, the great-grandson of Ellen White, wove the
compelling story of how Mrs. White’s devastating experiences of illness caused her to relentlessly move the church to develop
the health message as linchpin of the Seventh-day Adventist message.

Maranda Record

Family Medicine
Florida Hospital
Southern Adventist University

Benjamin Smith

Derrick Soong

Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Naval Medical Center, San Diego Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University
Canadian University College

Blake Spitzer

Christianna Steely

General Surgery
Anesthesiology
Via Christi Regional Med Center Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, San Diego Andrews University

Being involved in medicine has really
taught me to be courageous and
confident in myself and in what I have
learned. I appreciate the role models
and the training I have received in
Loma Linda. I know it will stick with
me for the rest of my career.
–Hayley Hunt ’14
The power of truly caring for patients.
–Amy Bellinghausen
Stewart ’14

Justin Rheem

Internal Medicine
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
University of California, Irvine

Matthew Rumsey

Pediatrics
Jackson Memorial Hospital
Southern Adventist University
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David Rios

Julia Rittenhouse

Pharez Rolle

General Surgery
Family Medicine
Psychiatry
Naval Medical Center, San Diego Kaiser Foundation Hosp, Fontana Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of Bridgeport
Southern Adventist University
Andrews University

Charity Russell

Physical Medicine and Rehab
Univ of North Carolina Hospitals
Southern Adventist University

Joseph Schneider

Anesthesiology
Emory University Hospital
University of San Diego

Jared Schober

Urology
Lahey Clinic
Walla Walla University

Jacqueline Romero

Family Medicine
Natividad Medical Center
Pacific Union College

Alison Schultz

Deborah Roquiz
Family Medicine
Florida Hospital
Andrews University

Ryan Senecal

Anesthesiology
Anesthesiology
University of Calif, San Francisco Univ of Texas Med Branch Hosps
Pacific Union College
Southern Adventist University

A visit to the physician can be
therapeutic before the patient has
received their medications and
before they've made any lifestyle
changes. Many patients feel better
just because someone took the time
to listen to them.
–Aimee Harter ’14

Peter Steen

Psychiatry
Staten Island University Hospital
Southwestern Adv University

Ciara Talbot

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Morehouse School of Medicine
La Sierra University

On Sabbath afternoon, following the baccalaureate service, a new
sculpture entitled “This is the Very Place” was unveiled atop Nichol
Hall hill.The sculpture depicts Ellen White and Willie White arriving
by wagon at Loma Linda and being met by John Burden.

It’s better to know who to ask or
where to find something than it is
to actually know it most of the time.
There is accountability in utilizing
resources effectively.
–Cory Mitchell ’14
Life is short. We don't know what's
coming next, good or bad. Enjoy
your life.
–Jason Jakobsons ’14
September-December 2014
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From the Graduates
How do you plan to
celebrate this incredible
accomplishment?
We took our son to Disneyland for
his first time. Watching him was fun
for the whole family!
–Aimee Harter ’14
I’ll be celebrating with dear friends
and my wonderful family. I share
this major accomplishment with
them because I could not have done
it without their love, encouragement,
and support.
–Stacy Butler ’14
A cross-country road trip to
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with some
sightseeing along the way.
–Jason Jakobsons ’14
I’m going to spend a few days alone
in the mountains and take my dog to
the beach.
–Ryan Eggers ’14

Shawn Teran

Tiffany Thiel

Stephen Tse

Keelan Tuel

Erik Valenti

Nicole Van Allen

Jonathan Van Ornam

Mark Villarin

Physical Medicine and Rehab
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
San Jose State University

Pediatrics
Cincinnati Children's Hospital
Northwest Nazarene University

Anesthesiology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Walla Walla University

Ophthalmology
Henry Ford Hospital
University of California, LA

Pediatrics
Emergency Medicine
Helen DeVos Children's Hospital Brigham and Women's Hospital
Andrews University
Andrews University

Internal Medicine
Maine Medical Center
Southern Adventist University

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Kapi‘olani Med Ctr–Wmn & Chldrn
University of Hawaii, Hilo

President-elect of the LLUSM Alumni Association, Prasert Basil Vassantachart ’79-B, addresses the graduates.

Moving “home” to Seattle is a pretty
big celebration in itself.
–Hayley Hunt ’14
A short beach vacation with my
family, then a three-week trip to Peru
(two weeks of mission work, plus a
side trip to Machu Picchu).
–Molly Lewis ’14

Ronald Vuong

Ingrid Wahjudi

Billy Wang

Stephen Wasemiller

Steven Watts

Joshua Westeren

Brent Willard

Hillary Wagner

Sharon Wirawan

Leanna Wise

Brian Wong

Stanley Yu

Kirollos Zakhary

Michael Zumwalt

Not Disclosed		

Urology
Pediatrics
Univ of Texas Southwestern
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
CSUSB/Grand Canyon University Cornell University

Internal Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Union College

Internal Medicine
Huntington Memorial Hospital
Pacific Union College

Emergency Medicine
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Point Loma Nazarene University

Psychiatry
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

I plan to spend as much time with my
wife, family, and close friends doing
all the things that I missed out on
while being committed to school.
–Cory Mitchell ’14

Julia Rittenhouse '14 smiles big after receiving her diploma.
Her father, Jerry Rittenhouse ’85, and grandfather, Robert
Rittenhouse ’49, stand beside her.
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Urology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Southern Adventist University

Pediatrics
Internal Medicine
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
LAC+USC Medical Center
University of California, San Diego Master's College

Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Pediatrics
University of Tennessee Med Ctr Loma Linda University Med Ctr
University of California, LA
University of California, Irvine

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Loma Linda University

Dermatology
Loma Linda University Med Ctr
Pacific Union College
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Doctor’s Kid
Perspectives on Being Both Parent and Physician
By Emily Star Poole

hen I was 22 years old and working at rural Bere Adventist Hospital in Chad, Africa, I
exploded a pressure cooker of beans over my body. The “pop” of the lid happened so quickly
I don’t remember any initial pain, and yet, I was immediately ripping my shirt off, trying to

get the scalding hot beans off of my skin. As my
brain caught up to what was happening, I saw beans
everywhere—covering the walls and ceiling. My friend
Alexandra had been standing nearby and was also hit by
the beans. We both stumbled to the sink to splash water
onto our faces. When we realized that burns covered
other parts of our bodies, we hurried to a weak spigot
shower in the back bathroom of the mission house and
climbed in to let the water run over us.
Accident, illness, and tragedy often arrive like that—
unexpectedly. More than most, physicians understand this
part of the human experience: patients’ lab results come
back malignant, hearts fail on perfectly sunny days, and
pressure cookers explode without warning. And it’s the
physician’s job to formulate a plan in those moments—
to have a solution (or preferably five) to the problem. It’s
their job to fix, their role to heal.
I watched in shock as pieces of skin washed off my arm
and fell to the tile. My left arm, which had been stretched
out over the top of the pot when it exploded, had been hit
most directly by the blast. Even as the pain intensified,
I couldn’t pinpoint exactly where it was coming from.
It simply echoed through my body. After 10 minutes
of standing half-naked in the shower, I reached for my
SIM-card cell phone to call my dad back in the United
States—to call the doctor.
My dad, Keith Wilkens ’82, answered in a sleepy 3:00
a.m. voice. “Hello?” he whispered, trying not to wake my
mom. I forced my calmest tone and asked him if he could
call me back using the cheaper Mobile Caller account.
When his call came in, I told him tearfully what had
happened. “Dad, I don’t know what to do,” I began. “How
will this heal out here? My whole arm, Dad, and the side
of my face…the pain…”
Physicians aren’t supposed to treat their children for
reasons easy to understand. But the reality is, most do to
some degree. They order x-rays, cast broken bones, burn
off suspicious moles, and treat their adolescent’s acne.
The physician-parent’s impulses are no different from the
impulses of any other parent: when their child is hurting,
they’ll do anything to help ease the pain.
I tried to describe the burns to my dad over the phone.
I tried to rate the pain and help him understand what I
was looking at. But there was little for him to do over a
shoddy phone connection. He told Alexandra and me to
keep our burns underwater like we were doing. Although
James Appel ’00, the mission physician at Bere Adventist

Hospital, was out of the country at that time, we eventually
got in contact with a mission nurse in a village a few miles
away who said she’d bring her emergency supply of burn
cream. Before my dad and I got off the phone, he told me
that everything would be okay. Whether it was the doctor
or the dad in him speaking, I’m not sure either of us knew.
I flew home from Chad five days later and was treated
for second-degree burns. The burn specialist said my
recovery was remarkable and today I have only minor
scars—“tattoos with better stories” as one woman called
them. When I visited my dad at work a few days after
arriving home, one of the receptionists told me, “Your dad
sure was quiet those days he was waiting for you to come
home. He was worried ’bout his girl.”
It’s easy for people to subconsciously assume that
somehow their professions will protect them, along with
those they love, from trouble—at least within the realm
of their specialties. The baker’s kids will have bread to eat
everyday; the dermatologist’s skin will glow flawlessly; the
mechanic’s car won’t break down. But the reality is that
even plumber’s pipes get clogged and even the doctor’s
kid gets sick. I’ve reflected on that tearful call to my dad
and wondered if there aren’t unique complexities to the
experience of being both parent and physician.

It’s easy for people to subconsciously assume that somehow
their professions will protect them, along with those they love,
from trouble—at least within the realm of their specialties. The
baker’s kids will have bread to eat everyday; the dermatologist’s
skin will glow flawlessly; the mechanic’s car won’t break down.
But the reality is that the even plumber’s pipes get clogged and
even the doctor’s kid gets sick.
Last issue, we asked you, our alumni, to share your
stories regarding this subject. You covered all angles—
from what it’s like when a “healer” cannot heal his or her
child, to how a person balances having children while in
medical school, to what inspires five generations to build
a rich family legacy of medicine and service by following
in the footsteps of their parents. Thank you, as always,
for your contributions and insights—for offering your
stories for our betterment. Here are a few of the stories
you told. 
September-December 2014
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Hope for Each Day
The Physician Parent
By Emily Star Poole

“H

aving a son go through cancer and die from cancer has changed the way I practice
medicine,” says Wayne Dysinger ’86, a preventive medicine physician and professor at
Loma Linda University. "Stephen’s story," he says, "is the most important story of my life."

Stephen Neil Dysinger was an energetic 13-year-old
with hazel eyes, flowing locks of blonde hair, a wide,
engaging smile, and a zest for life when he was diagnosed
with cancer. A few weeks prior to the diagnosis, Stephen
twisted his back while carrying his younger brother
William on his shoulders. From that point forward,
Stephen complained of a persistent backache. June, his
mother, would massage the muscles and feel what she
thought were muscle spasms along his spine. As the
backaches came and went, puberty, or perhaps a growth
spurt, seemed like probable explanations.
Just two days before the diagnosis, Stephen called his
dad to come to school. When Dr. Dysinger arrived, he
found Stephen lying on a bench instead of interacting
with the other kids. They walked together to the car, but
Stephen struggled and became short of breath, even over
such a short distance. The next day, Dr. Dysinger took

Stephen Dysinger, son of Dr. Dysinger, was an energetic, hazeleyed, 13-year-old when he was diagnosed with cancer.
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him in for a checkup. Stephen’s characteristic strong will
kicked in and he refused to have his blood drawn or let
them do a chest X-ray.
“If you can run up and down the stairs three times,”
Dr. Dysinger told him, “then you don’t have to do it.”
Stephen ran up once, and then twice, but couldn’t make
it a third time. As a compromise, they got the blood work
but waited on the X-ray. However, when the blood work
came back normal and Stephen was still not doing well,
they returned to have an X-ray taken. That’s when they
found out.
“We knew in the ER that it was cancer,” Dr. Dysinger
said. “But we didn’t know what kind.” The CT scan
revealed a mass around his kidney and one lung completely
opaque.
Stunned, Stephen turned to his mom with pleading
eyes and said, “Mom, I’ve got cancer…” Life would change
dramatically from that point forward.
Instantly. Suddenly.
Dr. Dysinger slipped out into the hospital stairwell
with the excuse that he needed to call his parents and tell
them the news. He could barely talk through the tears.
Lab results revealed that Stephen had stage 4
rhabdomyosarcoma, one of the most aggressive of
muscle cancers. The oncologist on call when Stephen
was admitted was Dr. Leisl Mathias, and she stayed as
Stephen’s doctor throughout his entire illness.
Through tears of her own, Dr. Mathias shared honestly
that the prognosis was not good. “I’ve treated these kinds
of cases before and I’ve never had anyone survive.”
“For me,” Dr. Dysinger says, “I was Stephen’s dad, not
his doctor. As his dad, I couldn’t hear that he wasn’t going
to survive. I needed him to live. And so I held onto the
fact that there were new treatment protocols out there
and that even though the odds were against him, he was
going to pull through.”
The Dysingers were each affected in different ways
at the outset. “[ June] felt she had missed it,” says Dr.
Mathias, “that he had been complaining of pain but that
she hadn’t really paid attention to it.”
Dr. Mathias was quick to assure her that because of

the nature of Stephen’s cancer, it may have been hard
to detect and may have grown very quickly. While June
wanted to know each and every step of the process, Dr.
Mathias remembers that Dr. Dysinger’s response was
much different.
“Stephen’s dad had a very hard time accepting what
was happening to his child,” says Dr. Mathias. “But both
his mom and dad cared about him a lot. They were
God-fearing people. Every decision they made for him
and how they interacted with him—all of it was done
with a lot of faith.”
“As a doctor,” says Dr. Dysinger, “my job is to diagnose
and treat problems. I’m good at listening to people,
figuring out what is wrong with them, and giving them
treatment options. Nobody leaves my office without a list
of things they can and hopefully will do to get better.
“But when Stephen was diagnosed with cancer, I
realized fairly early on that I didn’t have any power. I
couldn’t solve this problem.” Dr. Dysinger was faced with
the reality that maybe he couldn’t make his son well.
“It was an almost desperate feeling,” he says, “to
recognize that my son may very likely die and there was
nothing I could do to change that. It was against my
nature as a doctor and a dad to let go. But I had to. I didn’t
have any other choice."
Illness is a journey of not only the body, but of the
mind and soul as well. Rarely does sickness leave our
emotional and spiritual selves out of it. For the Dysingers,
including Stephen, the journey shaped their perspectives
and even how they carried out their day-to-day activities.
“Stephen very much lived his life in the moment,” says
Dr. Dysinger. “He did that to some extent even before he
was ill, but even more aggressively after he was diagnosed
with cancer.” It’s now one of the core spiritual lessons Dr.
Dysinger adheres to: live in the moment. As Christ taught
in Matthew 6:34 (NIV), “Do not worry about tomorrow,
for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough
trouble of its own.” To not live in the regrets of the past
and simply take each present minute as a gift was a lesson
passed—this time—from son to father.
“Stephen taught me to do that better than I knew how
to do it before,” says Dr. Dysinger. “I think it's a good way
to live life and a good way to deal with an illness.”

“I’ve treated these kinds of cases and I’ve never had
anyone survive.”
The treatment protocol at the time included
chemotherapy, partial or complete resection of the
remaining tumor, and radiation—followed by more
chemotherapy. At the first chemotherapy session, the

Dr. Dysinger says that having a son go through and eventually die from cancer has
changed the way he practices medicine and also the way he lives his life.

nurse came into the room wearing a facemask, a full headto-toe gown, and a set of gloves. When the Dysingers
asked why, she responded, “Well, it’s chemo and I need to
protect myself.”
Perhaps it was more the father than the doctor in
him who couldn’t help thinking, "You’re going to protect
yourself and yet you’re going to pour that directly into the
veins of my son?"
A few weeks later, Stephen gradually began losing the
long blonde hair of which he was so very proud. “As that
happened,” Dr. Dysinger remembers, “we started seeing a
new Stephen. We could see as he lost his hair that he was
needing to reformulate who he was.”
After the first rounds of chemotherapy, the tumor was
documented to be dramatically shrinking. Surgery was
scheduled, which also seemed to be successful. Next up
in the protocol was proton beam radiation therapy, which
Stephen appeared to tolerate well. With each seeming
success, hopes continued to be raised.
Parenthood is a journey of fierce hoping. Parents hope
all good things for their children. They hope they are safe.
They hope they find love. They hope for their happiness.
And even in the face of what may seem hopeless, hope
continues. For Dr. Dysinger, in spite of his knowledge
of the pathologies at work, the parent impulse was no
different.
“I was very focused on his chances of living—” Dr.
Dysinger says, “—not his chances of dying. ‘We’re doing
great here,’ I told myself.”
September-December 2014
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As summer arrived, Stephen said he wanted to go back
to camp meeting in New England, where he had spent
most of his childhood. Since he was doing fairly well, the
doctors said he could go. He had a wonderful time there
visiting with friends, going to meetings, participating in
marching drills, and sharing his story in several settings.
Shortly after leaving camp meeting, while visiting his
grandparents in New Hampshire, Stephen started
experiencing weakness on one side of his body, along with
some confusion. He was taken to the ER. While receiving
IV fluids and waiting for the results of diagnostic testing,
he slipped into a coma.
With this unexpected turn of events he was rapidly
transferred to the nearest tertiary care hospital in
Portland, Maine. There, tests revealed that the tumor
cells had spread to his spinal column and developed into
meningococcal carcinomatosis. With that diagnosis,
it was clear there were no good treatment options. Dr.
Dysinger says it was at this point he had to accept that his
son was going to die.
Stephen was transferred back from the east coast to
Loma Linda University Medical Center where the family
made the decision to put him on hospice and bring him
home for his final days. Around the time he returned
home though, he began to improve. His consciousness
returned. For a short window of time—about a week—
Stephen returned to almost normal. During those
precious days, the Dysingers were able to share many
priceless conversations and memories.
They told Stephen, “Son, it looks like you’re going to
die.”
Stephen asked, “Isn’t there anything else we can do?”
When the answer of no was given, Stephen responded,
“That’s so messed up.” All his father could do was quietly
agree, “You’re right, it’s so messed up.”
Three days before Stephen died, the family took him
to church one last time. He stood up front in Sabbath
School while his peers asked him what it was like to know
he was going to die. Stephen said it wasn’t that big of a
deal. He had a certain peace about his situation.
With all the kids attentively listening, Stephen all of a
sudden started falling over. Everyone jumped up to catch
him, but before they could, he straightened up and said,
“Just kidding.” He still had his sense of humor.
That was Stephen’s last outing. His condition again
deteriorated. Knowing there was nothing else to be done,
a decision was made to stop the steroids and focus on pain
control. At 1:11 p.m., Thursday, July 20, 2006, with his
parents at his side, Stephen took his last breath.
“We were lying next to him,” Dr. Dysinger says, “and
we could feel his heart getting slower. My hand was on his
chest as his heart stopped beating.” Seven months after
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his original diagnosis, Stephen’s battles were over.
It’s been eight years since Stephen died. He would now
be 21 years old and perhaps applying to medical school as
he’d planned.
Shortly after Stephen's death, Dr. Dysinger told one of
his own friends, “There’s just this huge hole that he’s left.”
His friend’s response was “It’s not a hole; it’s a space. It’s
not a deficit; it’s an opportunity.”
One way Stephen’s death has become an opportunity
is in the way it has shaped how Dr. Dysinger now
practices medicine. “Stephen was a gift. Losing him has
also allowed me to encourage my patients to live in each
moment. Going through the depth of pain that I went
through allowed me to have more grace, more acceptance.
The pain of losing a child forces you to say either the
world is terrible, or, I’m going to accept the world through
the good and bad. I chose to accept it. And when you do
that, I think you have to somehow live in gratitude for
each moment that you do have.”
Dr. Mathias, Stephen’s specialist, reflected on the
importance of hoping in the face of hopelessness.
"For all of us, life is based on hope. It’s the reason we
get up in the morning. We are hopeful that something
good will happen or that we will make a difference that
day. So, although I, the physician, must share what the
literature states, I do not lose hope myself. Even to the
end. We are hopeful for that day, for what might happen.
It’s an honest kind of hope—being honest with the family
but still giving them hope that each moment is precious,
each day is precious.”
The difficult truth is that although the physician parent
may have more knowledge and more understanding of
the physiology and the systems of care, he or she has no
more power to change the ultimate outcome than anyone
else. For a physician, facing the limits of their profession
causes them to realize their own humanity. In doing this,
Dr. Dysinger found truth relevant to all of us. He says,
“Remember that it is your weaknesses, the holes in you,
your deepest pain, that connects you to other people and
makes you a better person.” 

Five Generations: An LLU Legacy

By Jonathan Dennis Gaskill ’17

G

rowing up a physician’s kid was great. At dinners, Dad would have some gross, exciting case
that he had seen earlier that day. (Suffice it to say, now there isn’t a whole lot that will spoil my
appetite while eating.) And it wasn’t just dinner that was reserved for medical conversation.

Dad’s family was almost exclusively either physicians or
nurses and so it seemed every family reunion all the talk
was about interesting cases or the downsides of medical
bureaucracy. At the time, I had no idea what was going
on, but I thought it was so cool to hang out with the big
adults and listen to what they were saying.
One of my favorite things about growing up a doctor’s
kid was going to the hospital with Dad. Sometimes he
would take me with him when he made rounds. Mostly,
as a young kid, I sat at the nurses’ station and doodled on
paper but as I got older Dad would sometimes let me go
into the patients’ rooms. The patients would always go on
about how wonderful my dad was and how he had healed
them. The look on their faces told me how much they
appreciated what my dad had done for them.
Both my father and grandfather were surgeons,
but I actually didn’t see a surgery until I was 18. Well,
I remember when I was about 7 years old going into a
surgical observation suite where my grandfather was
performing a surgery. I couldn’t see much because I was
so short, but I remember my grandfather reaching into
what looked like the patient’s leg and pulling out a giant
“red worm.” And that is what I thought he had done for
the longest time. That memory had all but left me until
this past year when I learned the “red worm” was a vein
that had been harvested for a cardiac bypass. At any rate,
I came to love watching surgeries.

Medicine has just been one of the things I have always
wanted to do ever since I can remember. A huge part of
that decision came from watching my dad. I respect the
type of person that he is and he is my greatest role model.
His interaction with patients, his confidence in the type
of man he is, his ability to balance work and family, are
things I want in my adulthood.
Choosing Loma Linda University was a very easy
decision. My father and grandfather had both attended
and I wanted the same training in not just treating the
physical or emotional malady, but the spiritual as well. 
As I try to remember some of the advice my father
and grandfather have passed down to me over the
years, here are a few pieces I can remember:
• Be nice. It doesn’t matter how frustrated you
are. You don’t want to make enemies of nurses,
techs, janitors, etc.
• Do what is best for the patient. Let them know
that you care and you are going to be there for
them through this difficult time.
• Anticipate. If someone looks like they need
help, don’t wait for them to ask for it. Even if it is
moving a patient, just do it.
• Trust God. He got the last four generations
through a lot. And he will do the same for me.

Below are five generations of physicians (and medical students) from Loma Linda University School of Medicine
(previously called the College of Medical Evangelists) and its predecessor the American Medical Missionary College
in Battle Creek, Michigan (from left to right): Virgil Luther Fisher 1906, Russell Virgil Fisher ’41, William Marvin
Gaskill ’64, Dennis Marvin Gaskill ’85, and Jonathan Dennis Gaskill ’17.

To watch an interview with Dr. Dysinger, visit
www.thecentralline.llusmaa.org/doctors-kid-dysinger
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Dr. Anderson and wife Barbara are retired in Spokane,
Washington, and enjoy seeing their three children (front row, left
to right) Eric Anderson ’83, Joyce Wilkens (married to Keith
Wilkens ’82), and Dr. Bryan Anderson as often as they can.

Medical School
A Family Affair

By Barbara Jean Dickerson Anderson

D

uring the summer of 1961, while visiting
family in Arlington, California, I suggested
to my husband, James Anderson ’68

( Jim), that we visit Loma Linda to treat our kids to
a Walt Disney movie. It was Jim’s first time to Loma
Linda and while we were there he caught up with friends
attending Loma Linda University School of Dentistry.
Jim was not content in the direction his business degree
had taken him and had been actively considering other
options. On our ride home to San Diego, he expressed a
desire to make a change—possibly even pursue medicine.
“Wow,” I thought. We had three kids ages two, four, and
six. It meant I would get a job and the kids would have
babysitters! I was willing to make the change, but only
with his promise that our children would not be deprived
of a healthy family unit. Jim made sure that in spite of the
two years of pre-med classes and the demanding medical
school program, he took time for family. He played a game
with our son Eric where, as soon as he heard Eric come
home from kindergarten and enter the front door, he
would take a break from his studies and hide somewhere
in the house. Eric loved finding his dad.
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Throughout his training, Jim included the children
in his learning. One day he caught a lizard and dissected
it for them in warm saline solution, showing them
how the heart could continue beating for an extended
amount of time. At the beginning of medical school, the
administration issued each student a complete box of
human bones to use in their studies. Late one night in
our bedroom, Jim assembled the skeleton in perfect order
on the desk he’d made out of a door and four legs. Early
the next morning, our youngest boy Bryan—4 years old
at that time—climbed into our bed to give us our usual
wake-up call. Accustomed to his dad bringing home
science projects of all kinds, Bryan looked over to the
desk, and, seeing the skeleton assembled exclaimed, “Dad,
did you catch that man all by yourself?”
Every parent’s profession influences their child’s
vocabulary and knowledge from an early age, and medicine
is no different. On a second-grade spelling test, Bryan’s
teacher asked the class to spell “when." Bryan confidently
wrote down w-e-n. When the teacher corrected him,
saying that wen was not a word, Bryan informed her that
it was. “A wen is a sebaceous cyst.” He got 100% on the
test. We still laugh when we remember the time that the
teacher sent Bryan to the school nurse because he wasn’t
feeling well. Bryan insisted that the nurse let him call his
dad at the hospital. He said, “Hi Dad. My symptom is
hyperventilating.”
Medicine was a great journey for our entire family
and I am so proud of Jim’s accomplishments. He was
an excellent family practice doctor, and is a wonderful
husband and great dad. Our three kids continue to amaze
us and bring us abundant joy. We are so glad we stepped
out in faith and traveled the roads of family and medicine
side-by-side. Thank you Loma Linda University! 

Dr. Anderson practices "surgery" with his children on their stuffed
animals.

David and Judi Cain ’01 live in Roseville, California, and work as anesthesiologists for Sutter Hospital.

You Can Choose Your Doctor But Not Your Parents
By Judi Cain ’01

M

y husband is a pretty easy-going guy
My husband said, “Did you just say you licked the
and made practicing medicine and baby?”
“Yes!” I replied in a louder voice. “Are you listening to
eventually parenting seem like second

nature. I cannot say the same for myself. While I
found medical school and residency to be both fun and
rewarding, I was kept so busy I had no time to be overly
concerned with my first pregnancy the last year of my
residency. That all changed as soon as my son was born.
Looking down at his tiny bluish hands as I held him
for the first time, I realized I was feeling the beginnings
of the type of panic one feels when sitting for oral boards
and being asked about an obscure pediatric fact about
which one knows absolutely nothing. How was I going to
do this? What if something was wrong with him? What
if, what if!?
When my son was one week old, my husband, an
anesthesia resident at the time, went back to work. Now
it was just myself, my new baby, and every scary disease
of a newborn I could bring to mind. My second day
home alone I became so worried about my baby’s noisy
breathing I called my husband in the OR.
“David! The baby is breathing funny and I licked him
and he tastes salty! I think he might have cystic fibrosis.”

me? I think he has C.F.”
My husband, unfazed, calmly replied, “Did you try
licking yourself?”
“No,” I admitted.
Sitting on the floor, cross-legged, with my snoring
baby in my arms, I dutifully licked myself and burst into
tears of joy! I was equally salty! My baby was just a noisy
sleeper—he was fine!
Many years have gone by since that panicked
conversation and we have added a second little one to the
mix. But for me, the curse of being over-informed still
lingers. Every time one of our kids comes in with some
minor cut or skinned knee, falls off their bike or rolls off
the couch, my first thoughts are always, "When did they
last eat? Are they on a full stomach? Can they go straight
to the OR? Where did I last see a good vein?"
The kids, however, are older and wiser now, and I
overheard my youngest telling his brother one time, “I’m
OK. Don’t tell Mom, she’ll totally freak out. Let’s just get
a Band-Aid.” 
September-December 2014
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Three Kids, Four Years of Medicine
One Family's Journey

T

he Alumni Association media team followed
Khanh Nguyen ’14 and wife Leslie in the
weeks leading up to both graduation and

the birth of their third child—their third during Dr.
Nguyen's four years of medical school. The following photo
essay includes excerpts from a documentary featuring their
journey of medicine and family.

Dr. Khanh Nguyen: I think the challenge of having

To watch the documentary on the Nguyen's journey, visit
www.thecentralline.llusmaa.org/doctors-kid-nguyen.
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Leslie Nguyen: I just felt very blessed and

honored because I think Khanh’s priority has
always been our family and he was always
so intentional about that. I felt chosen—even
though he had a lot on his plate. I’m excited
to survive the first year of residency for sure.
I’m excited to see where God takes us in this
journey of medicine and raising kids and how
those two intersect.

kids in medical school is just managing the
demands. Quite often, my schedule is not my Dr. Khanh Nguyen: Establishing boundaries and priorities
own, and so unfortunately, sometimes my kids early on is important because what you do now kind
kind of go along for the ride.” of dictates the trajectory that you will walk down as a
physician. Why not practice now the kind of father and
husband you want to be, because that will translate into
your practice as well. I would say it’s not just try and
survive, but it’s thrive and have a vision down the line.”
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The (CME) Alumni Association was originally housed in the Bailey Street Cottage in Los Angeles. This photo was taken circa 1953.

A New Name

When CME Became LLU and the Alumni Association Followed
By Dennis E. Park, M. A. ’07-hon
This article concludes this series of the beginnings of your Alumni Association and the graduates who made it a priority for
the organization to serve in a manner consistent with the mission and purpose of their alma mater: “Not after a worldly
order; nor for a selfish purpose, but a definite, high and holy cause, even that of our Master.”

T

he Alumni Association has gone through many significant phases that have defined it throughout
the years. Some key phases include surviving a World War I disruption, becoming incorporated
in 1932, the depression of the 1930s, World War II, the Association’s move from Los Angeles to

Loma Linda, and anchoring its corporate roots by securing
property on the Loma Linda campus and building its
own office complex, known today as the Carrol S. Small
Alumni Center.
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During the foundational years of our school’s
existence, the College of Medical Evangelists’ (CME)
curriculum was taught on two campuses. The basic
sciences were taught on the Loma Linda campus (known

as "the Farm”) and clinical medicine was taught in Los
Angeles, at the Los Angeles County General Hospital
and the White Memorial Hospital ("the City"). Already,
by the early 1930s, many faculty and leaders from both
campuses as well as numerous members of the school’s
board were aware that one day it would be necessary to
consolidate the school onto one campus.
Eventually, the Council on Medical Education insisted
on such a move and demanded that the leadership of
the school make the move. Many obstacles would have
to be overcome, including the intrinsic complexities of
the physical move and institutional politics between
those who favored consolidation and the ever-present
vocal minority who desired to maintain the status quo.
However, on April 19, 1953, when the CME Board of
Directors met, it was unanimously voted to consolidate
the college. Undecided were two major hurdles: 1.)
Which campus would they use—Loma Linda or Los
Angeles? and 2.) When would they make the move?
Still, seven years later, in 1960, CME was the only
medical school in the country that continued to maintain
a two-campus system. The school’s administration
and the board of trustees now felt the heat to comply
with the consolidation mandate. Alumni Journal editor,
Burton A. Briggs ’66, describes that difficult period as
a divisive time, a time of reflection, a time of debate, a
time of prayer, and a time of opportunity as the board
and various committees weighed the pros and cons of
consolidating the two campuses.
Meanwhile, even before the school’s board took
action to consolidate to one campus, the board of
trustees took action to change the name of the school
from the College of Medical Evangelists to Loma Linda
University. This effectively necessitated the name change
of the Alumni Association and the Alumni Journal,
about which F. Harriman Jones ’37, Alumni Association
Constitution and Bylaws Committee chairman, wrote in
the June 1961 issue of the journal:
On July 1, 1961, the new Loma Linda University
will become a reality, climaxing many years of
effort to raise the school to full stature as an
institution of higher learning. There no longer
will be a College of Medical Evangelists. The
School of Medicine will become the School of
Medicine of Loma Linda University.
In keeping with this change it becomes necessary
for the Alumni Association of the School of
Medicine to change its name and to make certain
revisions in the Articles of Incorporation and in
the Bylaws to conform with legal requirements.

The Alumni Association shall be known as the
Alumni Association of the School of Medicine
of Loma Linda University, Inc.
The name of the CME Alumni JOURNAL shall
be changed to THE ALUMNI JOURNAL of
the Alumni Association, School of Medicine,
Loma Linda University.
The president of the Alumni Association at the time,
Albert F. Brown ’33, opined in the July-August 1961
Alumni Journal: “Although no name is forever, save One, …
the name of CME will be carried by tongue and parchment
to the earth’s end, and by loyal hearts beyond.”

Many obstacles would have to be overcome, including the
intrinsic complexities of the physical move and institutional
politics between those who favored consolidation and the
ever-present vocal minority who desired to maintain the
status quo.
In January 1963, the school was scheduled for
another review of the Council on Medical Education
and it was decision time: consolidate to one of the two
campuses or lose accreditation. Following this review,
the LLU Board of Trustees met, and, after some heated
discussion, numerous polls, motions, and proposals, the
board took action to move the medical school to the
Farm—Loma Linda.
Following the board of trustees’ decision, the Alumni
Association Board of Directors began taking action to
move the association headquarters from the Los Angeles
campus where it had been, to the Farm.
In 1967, the Alumni Association placed a branch
office in temporary quarters on the Loma Linda campus
while maintaining its headquarters in Los Angeles. Ten
years later, the Alumni Association abandoned its Los
Angeles office and completely moved to Loma Linda. Of
those new Alumni Association headquarters, Dr. Albert
Brown wrote in Diamond Memories, “The trenches were
crammed again, instantly this time, and even the visiting
generals had to learn lock-step.”
As the school matured, the Alumni Association, too,
found its feet to walk. The kindergarten years as described
above helped our organization settle not only into its
name, but deeper into its original mission and focus to
pursue its good work: “Not after a worldly order; nor for
a selfish purpose, but a definite, high and holy cause, even
that of our Master.” 
September-December 2014
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AIMS SPECIAL REPORT
James Crounse ’07 examines a young patient at Malamulo
Adventist Hospital in Malawi, where he works and lives with his
wife and two children.

Little Boy Feet

An AIMS Feature Story from Malawi
by James Crounse ’07

Malamulo Adventist Hospital

I

t had been a fairly “normal” morning for me at the hospital and I had even made it home by 12:30 for
lunch. I started to eat while my little people and wife finished off another delicious creation. Jedidiah
had woken up early that morning and played hard. He likes to play hard here. He is always busy

moving part of our yard to another part of our yard,
playing with our new German shepherd puppy, or
making firewood. He finished and reluctantly went to his
mandatory “quiet time,” and Abigail went for her nap.
After the daily protest, the children quieted down and
I finished lunch. I enjoy eating and I really seem to do a lot
of it here. I find that eating has become one of my major
coping skills. I have never had so much stress in my life
and eating is just such a simple way to unload a little bit of
it. It doesn’t hurt anybody’s feelings, my wife makes great
food, and I find a lot of my free time eating. I would like to
think it is relaxing and enjoyable, but in reality, I still have
that nervous butterfly-bubbling-stomach-electric-calfmuscle feeling even when I am eating that yummy food.
I finally finished and started with my back-to-work
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ritual: gather my bag, don’t forget the keys, go say goodbye
to the children again. Today it was really quiet in Jedidiah’s
room. He stopped taking naps a couple of years ago, but
every odd day quiet time gets the best of him. Sure enough,
55 pounds of all-boy energy and enthusiasm knocked out
on the bed. They are so cute when they sleep. I kissed him
through the mosquito net and rustled his hair as I said a
silent prayer that God would save me from losing these
precious moments with my children. Just before I left the
room I saw them. I don’t know why they stick in my mind
so vividly, but they are always there: little boy feet.
Now, little boy feet come in very useful. I remember
those same boy feet. At first it was the wonder of how they
could look just like mine but be 50 times smaller. I was
the designated tiny boy toenail cutter because Mommy

What is AIMS?
A

IMS was established as the Adventist International Medical
Society in 1977. The name has since been changed to
the Association of International Medical Services. AIMS has
always been the “Missions Arm of the Alumni Association,”
actively involved in outreach to Adventist physicians worldwide,
providing continuing medical education and recently playing
a supportive role in the establishment of Adventist medical
schools overseas.
Along with the turn of the first century of CME/LLU (and
the 100th school of medicine graduation), AIMS is refocusing
our efforts on current major needs such as electronic
communication with Adventist physicians and medical students
worldwide (including an online journal and a clearing house for
short-term relief for mission hospitals). We will continue to

solicit funds for a variety of projects including mission hospital
needs, LLU student and resident overseas electives and
telling the stories of our alumni, students, and deferred mission
appointees as they serve around the world.
Instead of printing our own separate journal every quarter
we will now have four pages in one issue of the Alumni Journal
every year and two pages in each of the other three issues,
so you will be able to keep abreast of AIMS activities. We
appreciate your prayers and support.

Editor's note: This segment is a return to more than 25
years ago when AIMS used to feature regularly in the Journal,
having occurred last in the November-December 1988 issue by
then-president William Wagner ’44-B.
September-December 2014
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brain and brainstem herniation. Earlier that morning,
the child had classic findings of cerebral malaria, but
was also breathing fast with a fast heart rate. We decided
to do a lumbar puncture to make sure we didn’t miss
treating him for meningitis, and started some IV fluids
and antibiotics in addition to the quinine he was already
getting. It wasn’t meningitis, but at least we knew.

I was turning to leave the room and write a short
terminal note in the chart when I saw them. There
they were. I tried not to look, but it was too late: little
boy feet. Those chalky orange little boy feet.

Dr. Crounse holds his daughter Abigail as his son Jedidiah runs the red dirt
of the paths around Malamulo Hospital in Malawi.

Abigail and Jedidiah, with their mother Shallena, are the "familiar and
comfortable" world Dr. Crounse goes home to every day.

Malamulo Hospital has been providing healthcare to one of the poorest districts
in Malawi, Africa, since 1902. The hospital serves a catchment population of
129,000 from two surrounding districts who are among the poorest in Africa,
mainly due to the average income which is less than $1 per day.
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Dr. Crounse and his family have been living and working at
Malamulo Hospital for two years.

was worried about hurting them. Then, as he grew it was
This Little Piggy and Happy Patty Cake Feet in the air.
One time, Mommy bought these bright red socks and we
still laugh about how they energized those feet, making
them dance and jump up and down through the house
every time they turned red. I love that boy—and I love
his little boy feet.
These days the red socks have been replaced by a
chalky orange. This orange comes from Malawi clay, and
Jedidiah’s feet are rarely found without it. His little boy feet
are always busy getting orange. I smiled and reminisced
for another moment, then started back to work.
There is a struggle I have and it happens at least twice
a day. I move in and out of two different worlds. One
world is familiar and comfortable—we speak English
and discuss familiar matters. We understand each other
though saying very little to nothing at all, and we are
usually healthy and safe. The other world is the hospital.
Here the security is stripped away, and the thin line
between life and death—that line that I once thought
was very big and long and heavy—reminds me that I and
my family and my endless stream of patients are merely
mortal. Here in Malawi it is a very thin line.
As I re-entered the hospital world after lunch, I
remembered the events of the “normal” morning. There
had been a 2-year-old boy who was in a bad kind of way.
He had come into the hospital with a high fever, seizures
and anemia, and was at the time of my morning review
comatose. He had cerebral malaria—the most deadly
complication from malaria which kills 25 percent of
those who suffer from it. Even though this disease is still
poorly understood, the current thought is that death
from cerebral malaria results from diffuse swelling in the

Unfortunately, this little guy hadn’t improved at all
from the morning. One glance at him now showed his
little body was wearing out. I looked at his beautiful, poor
Malawian village family—mother, grandmother, and an
aunt all sitting dutifully, wrapped up in their best dirty
clothes, expectantly by his side—looking at me, feeling
very confident he would get better since an Azungu was
taking care of him. But his oxygen level was low, and his
lungs were filling up with fluid.
I gave the family a knowing look and tried to give an
appropriate embrace as I knew that the wailing would
start within the next half hour. All of this is unfortunately
fairly routine.
I was turning to leave the room and write a short
terminal note in the chart when I saw them. There they
were. I tried not to look, but it was too late: little boy feet.
Those chalky orange little boy feet. Surely a few days ago
they had been running in the Malawian clay, they too
succumbing to naps at quiet time and looking preciously
cute when they were asleep. But today they have run for
the last time; they are about to cross that thin line.
Of necessity, I stifled the emotion somewhere inside
and moved on to see the other baby in the room who was
dying of meningitis. The “normal” day continued with
just a few flashbacks of little boy feet. The wailing started
from the pediatric ward and I took a deep breath. I felt
hungry, but I knew food would’t fix it. How can someone
cope with losing little boy feet?
Apparently, all of the food hasn’t been doing its job, as
I can’t write this story without tears.
But “He will wipe away every tear from their eyes”
(Revelation 21:4).
One day soon the thin line will be destroyed and the
little boy feet of the world will run in the chalky orange
clay of heaven, and I will be eating heavenly food with
Jesus without that nervous butterfly-bubbling-stomachelectric-calf-muscle feeling.
I can’t wait. 

AIMS Editorial
By Ed Krick ’61, AIMS president

T

he Centennial Celebrations
of CME/LLU beginning
in 2005 commemorating the
purchase of our campus have
just ended with the graduation
of the 172 seniors of the
school of medicine. Another
highlight of the weekend was
the dedication of the statue by
Victor Issa, sculptor, “This is
the Very Place,” depicting Ellen
White and her son Willie in a carriage being met by
John Burden on her first visit to Loma Linda.
As the “Missions Arm of the Alumni Association”
our AIMS leadership deems this a propitious time
to refocus our energies on some core projects that
can have a long range impact on world wide mission
activities (including North America).
A new group has been organized by the SDA
General Conference Department of Education
called CAMEL: Consortium of Adventist Medical
Education Leaders, to include representatives from
the four currently operating medical schools and
the five under consideration. I had the privilege
of attending their first meeting, which occurred
at Loma Linda over graduation weekend, and of
briefing them about AIMS goals. In this electronic
age, AIMS has the potential of playing a role in
enhancing communication between faculty and
students of these schools and their counterparts
here at LLU at a level previously impossible. This
can help achieve the goal of the founders of AIMS
nearly 40 years ago of increasing contact between
SDA physicians all around the world.
AIMS is in the early planning stages of launching
an endowment fund, the income from which will
provide LLU medical students on mission trips the
opportunity to help meet an urgent need they identify
at the hospital they are serving. This could even include
initiating long-term projects such as the one the class
of 2010 began in Haiti after the earthquake! I’m sure
many of you will be interested in participating in this
endeavor. We will keep you posted!
We solicit your support and prayers as we plan
for the future. 
If you are interested in becoming a member of the AIMS
organization, please email us at llusmalumni@llu.edu.
September-December 2014
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IN MEMORIAM

Alumni Remembered
Please send obituary notifications, along with as much biographical information as possible and a high-resolution photograph
if available (if emailing, select full size option), to our Alumni Association mailing address listed at the front, or email them
to llusmalumni@llu.edu.
Leon L. Allen ’54 was born on
April 9, 1926, in North Arlington,
New Jersey, and died on March 15,
2014, in Jamestown, California.
During WWII, Allen served
as a medic on the USS Milne,
a hospital ship, and in 1946
graduated with a degree in
mathematics from Washington
Missionary College. Following
graduation from the College of Medical Evangelists in
1954, he practiced general medicine in Ohio before taking
a residency at Ohio State University in anesthesia. From
1967 until his retirement in 1986 he practiced in Turlock,
California, where he served as both director of anesthesia
and for a time chief of staff.
After retiring, Allen spent his time woodworking
and golfing, and was an active member of the Turlock
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Dr. Allen is survived by his brother, three sons, a
granddaughter, four grandsons, and two great-grandsons.
Raymond James Bungard ’51 was born on February 17,
1920, in Olds, Alberta, Canada, and died on January 11,
2014.
Dr. Bungard graduated from Auburn Adventist
Academy and then began pre-med studies at Walla Walla
College. World War II called for a break in his studies, and
he served as a lab technician in England before finishing
his pre-med degree. After graduating from LLUSM, he
and his brother, Stanley Bungard ’52, opened a private
practice in Stayton, Oregon. Subsequently, he completed
a general surgery residency at the Veterans Medical
Center in Portland, Oregon. In 1960, he moved his family
to Boise, Idaho, where he practiced as a surgeon at the
Veterans Medical Center for 35 years and served as chief
of surgical service for many years—even reviewing files
and helping with other jobs until he was 90.
An active man, Dr. Bungard had many pursuits,
particularly an interest in vintage cameras and
woodworking. He and his family also made the most of
their summers, enjoying activities like camping, hiking,
and fishing. During the winters they made sure to spend
as many weekends as possible out on the ski slopes as well.
Dr. Bungard is survived by three sons, two grandchildren, four nieces, and several great nieces and nephews.
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Julia Anne Drake Hedgecorth ’79-B was born on April
10, 1952, in Battle Creek, Michigan, and died after a
traumatic brain injury on February 24, 2014, in Jackson,
Michigan.
She is survived by her daughter Shannon, her grandson
James Pearson, and her fiancé Paul Kretchman.
Kenneth Y. Kimura ’62 was born on August 18, 1936, in Los
Angles, and died on December 4, 2013, in Visalia, California.
A specialist in anesthesiology, Dr. Kimura was also
an expert in skydiving and trauma skills, resulting in an
invitation to join special operations covert missions. In 1970
he became a fellow in the American College of Anesthetists
and was the chief of open heart anesthesia at Los Robles
Regional Medical Center from 1969-88. Dr. Kimura also
studied the art of acupuncture all over Asia and France and
owned a private practice in acupuncture for many years.
Reading, screenwriting, swimming, golfing, and
admiring nature were some of his pastimes, but more than
anything he loved his profession and was known to his staff
as being positive and kind toward all.
Dr. Kimura is survived by his son, three sisters, a niece,
and three nephews.
James T. Ladd ’54 died on February 26, 2010, in Portland,
Tennessee.
Dr. Ladd practiced medicine in Portland and was a
member of the Highland Seventh-day Adventist Church.
He is survived by his wife, daughter, son, two
grandchildren, three great-grandchildren, and nephew.
Vernon Luthas ’53-B was born on February 28, 1928, in
Panama City, Panama, and died surrounded by family on
December 9, 2013, in Miamisburg, Ohio.
Sent by his parents for an education in the U.S., Luthas
was able to attend medical school by taking the place of a
college classmate who died in a logging accident. Because of
this, he always felt his medical degree was a gift from God
and his life of service is a clear indication of this appreciation.
Luthas served in the Navy and then began practicing as one
of the key founders of Kettering Memorial Hospital—a
relationship that lasted well beyond his retirement in 1991.
He and his wife also served as full-time missionaries in
Puerto Rico for six years in the ’80s.
One of Dr. Luthas’ proudest accomplishments
was establishing a prayer group that prayed for every

pre-operative patient. He was known as a spiritual giant
and as “a missionary wherever he went.”
He is survived by his wife, his two children, and his four
grandchildren.
Hiromu Morikoni ’53-B was born in Ninole, Hawaii,
on September 5, 1919, and died at home in Jacksonville,
Oregon, on March 1, 2014.
After an eight-year interruption due to World War II,
Morikoni graduated from Walla Walla College in 1949
before earning his medical degree. For nearly 30 years he
practiced in Camarillo, California, where he said he was
blessed to work and was able to learn Spanish from his
patients. In 1984, he suffered an accident that left him a
quadriplegic. Even so, his spirits remained high and his
faith strong, and he enjoyed reading and singing his favorite
hymns.
Dr. Morikoni was cherished by family and considered a
“wonderful, gracious man” who was always “grateful for life.”
He is survived by his three daughters and numerous
grandchildren and great-grandchildren who often visited
and sought his advice—a testimony to a life well lived.
Roger Theodore Nelson ’45
was born on October 7, 1920, in
Lucknow, India, and died on April
2, 2014, in Dunlap, Tennessee. He
was an honored alumnus in 1978.
Raised by missionary parents
in India, Dr. Nelson also decided
to become a missionary and
served a total of 26 years with his
wife, Ethel (Read) Nelson ’48, in Bangkok, Thailand. A
thoracic surgeon, Nelson performed the first heart surgery
in Thailand. He and his wife also practiced for 10 years
in Boston at New England Memorial Hospital, and for
several years in the South in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and
Wildwood, Georgia.
Often called “the praying doctor” because of his
custom of offering to pray with patients before surgery,
Nelson was known to neighbors and friends as an evercheerful man always willing to rush to the aid of those
in medical need. He also enjoyed helping people to stop
smoking and participated in offering smoking cessation
clinics and seminars. He was an active church member
and could be found preaching, teaching Sabbath School
lessons, and telling children’s stories. As an avid birder
and gardener, he often shared insights at such occasions
of God’s wonderful creations.
Dr. Nelson is survived by his wife and their three
children, as well as six grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.

Douglas F. Wacker ’64 was
born on September 3, 1932,
and died on April 8, 2014, after
a long struggle with Idiopathic
Pulmonary Fibrosis.
He became a minister in
the ’50s before heading back to
college and eventually earning his
medical degree after two years of
required military service in Germany. He discovered his
calling into otolaryngology as he once watched an ENT
surgeon whisper into the previously deaf ear of a patient
who nearly jump off the table at the sound. Right then
Wacker told himself, “I will learn to do that.” Indeed, he
went on to provide hearing to countless patients over the
course of his extensive career.
Wacker became a fellow in the American College of
Surgeons, the American Academy of Otolaryngology–
Head and Neck Surgery, and the American Academy of
Otolaryngic Allergy. He served as chair and member in
various organizations and was an associate professor of
surgery at Michigan State University. Known lovingly
as “Dr. Doug” by patients and staff, Wacker lived his life
with gusto and always followed the advice he gave to
others: you’d be surprised how lucky you’ll become the
harder you work.
Dr. Wacker is survived by his wife Dee Logé, three
children, two step-children, one granddaughter, and six
step-grandchildren.
William Wagner ’44-B was born
on October 6, 1920, and died
on May 2, 2014, in Loma Linda.
In 1964 he was selected as an
honored alumnus and was a strong
supporter and former president of
the Association for International
Medicine Service (AIMS).
Wagner was a veteran of
World War II and served as a missionary for six years in
Nigeria, five years in Iraq, and three years in Libya. He was
the medical secretary for the Inter-American Division and
the associate director of the Health Department of the
General Conference of SDAs.
He was a general surgeon in private practice in different
locations, including Loma Linda, where he also taught
anatomy for more than 30 years at LLUSM. In addition, he
served as a relief surgeon on a variety of missions all around
the world.
Dr. Wagner is survived by his wife Kathleen, his two
children Carol and Ruth, his sister, four grandchildren, and
three great-grandchildren. 
September-December 2014
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ADVERTISEMENTS

San Bernardino County Medical Society Recognizes Alumni

O

n the evening of June 25, 2014, the San Bernardino
County Medical Society held their annual dinner
installing the new officers and recognizing several
members with awards. Our congratulations go out to
M. Daniel Wongworawat ’96 for his induction as the
122nd president of the society and to Marti Baum ’79-B
as president-elect. We are also proud to see Edwin Krick
’61 and Lawrence Longo ’54 recognized with awards for

their outstanding contributions to the community and
outstanding contributions to medicine, respectively. In
addition, one of LLUSM's current students, Amity Tung
’15, was presented with the Bangasser Medical Student
Scholarship.
We’re always proud to see our alumni represented in
the San Bernardino County Medical Society—they are
fortunate to have you. Blessings on the upcoming year! 

CLAYSON, MANN, YAEGER & HANSEN
A Professional Law Corporation

Contact: Kent A. Hansen, Esq.
601 South Main Street • Corona, CA 92882-3497
(951) 737-1910 • (951) 737-4384 FAX
We are attorneys serving physicians in:
practice sales & purchases • incorporation & partnership • managed care contracting
Our firm has provided quality representation to healthcare professionals since 1910.

Honor Dr. Ryckman
by contributing to the

Raymond E. Ryckman Chair in
Microbiology
An Alumni Fund Project

At the School of Medicine graduation, which was held on
Sunday, May 25, 2008, Raymond E. Ryckman, PhD, received
the University Distinguished Service Award from LLU
President Richard H. Hart, MD, DrPH.

Dr. Wongworawat (left) was inducted as the 122nd president of
the San Bernardino County Medical Society.

Dr. Longo (far right) was recognized with the 2014 Merlin A.
Hendrickson M.D. Award for Outstanding Contribution to
Medicine.

Raymond E. Ryckman

“I’ve just graduated from medical school, and I have so much debt!”

“We want to buy a home and start a family.”
“My child starts college in four years.”

“I want to retire soon.”

What are your Dreams?

For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP, has been helping Loma
Linda University School of Medicine alumni pursue their goals and
dreams through solid financial planning. Eddie Ngo helps clients with:
• Strategies to build a strong and diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide your through every stage of life from
birth to retirement

Dr. Baum (left) was inducted as president-elect of the San
Bernardino County Medical Society.
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Dr. Krick received the 2014 Merlin A. Hendrickson M.D.
Award for Outstanding Contribution to the Community.

It’s never too late to plan for the future. It’s never too early to plan for
your dreams.

Eddie Ngo
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNERTM

222 East Olive Avenue, Suite 2
Redlands, CA 92373
909.307.1760
eddie.ngo@natplan.com
Securities and advisory services offered
through National Planning Corporation.
Member FINRA/SIPC & a registered
Investment advisor.
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GIVING HIGHLIGHT

This glass and light sculpture was commissioned and installed in the Centennial Complex as a gift from the class of 1969 to the school
of medicine and all the university students who pass by it everyday.

Hyacinths for the Soul
A Gift From the Class of ’69
By Donna Carlson ’69

If of thy mortal goods thou art bereft,
And from thy slender store two loaves alone to thee are left,
Sell one, and with the dole
Buy hyacinths to feed thy soul.

O

–From the Gulistan of Saadi, Persia, 1259

n Sabbath, March 1, 2014, the class of 1969 presented the university with the first major work
of art installed in the Centennial Complex since the building opened in 2010. Located on the
wall above the landing on the north stairway between the first and second floors, the glass and

light sculpture, "To Make Man Whole," consists of three
shimmering lines sweeping out from concentric circles
surrounding a glass globe whose colors and subtle images
of the North and South American continents change as
daylight moves across its face. The sculpture was designed
to inspire viewers with the university’s multifaceted
mission to the world to make men and women whole in
body, mind, and spirit.
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A small plaque beneath the piece explains that the
curved lines represent the three angels of Revelation, as
emphasized in Adventist theology with its message of
hope to the world. Depending on the time of day and
the angle of viewing, a careful observer may detect a small
glowing heart nestled between two of the silvery lines. The
class intended the heart to be symbolic on many levels.
For the school of medicine, it is a reminder of the early

overseas work of the heart team anchored by Ellsworth
Wareham ’42, Wilfred Huse ’54-aff, and Joan Coggin
’53-A. For the class of 1969, it refers to the work of one
of the heart team’s trainees and our most prominent class
member, Dr. Leonard Bailey, whose pioneering work
in infant heart transplant surgery nudged our school to
a more prominent place on the world stage of modern
medicine. By its location deep within the sculpture, the
heart not only symbolizes LLU’s global reach but the fact
that, for this uniquely Christian university, Jesus’ healing
ministry lies at the heart of all educational endeavors.
Despite its simple beauty, the project culminating in
this beautiful work was not simple. Class members had
determined several years earlier that our major class gift
should be something we hoped would inspire all future
graduates of our health care university, not just physicians.
At a class reunion in 2011, we decided that a work of
art—rather than a piece of equipment with a potentially
limited life span, or part of a building that might later
become obsolete—would best suit our purpose. But
partly because we had been the smallest non-split class to
graduate since 1933, and partly because we had already
used a significant portion of our funds to build a residence
for doctors serving at the Adventist mission hospital in
Ghana, we had a limited budget. Nonetheless, we decided
to move ahead; three of our classmates had already died
and together we were feeling the weight of mortality. The
remaining members hoped to make a meaningful gift
while most of us were still able to see and enjoy it.
As arguably the class member most knowledgeable in
the arts, Marian Fedak was deputized to find an artwork
the class could afford and that would complement the
architecture of the new Centennial Complex. With this
task in mind, Dr. Fedak turned to light-and-glass sculptress
Deanne Sabeck of Encinitas, California. Several years
before, while browsing works on display in Ms. Sabeck’s
studio, she had discovered that the artist had created a
light sculpture for a Seventh-day Adventist hospital in
central Florida. When she returned to Los Angeles, Dr.
Fedak telephoned Neva Meek ’70, who referred her to
a website where photographs of the piece on display at
Florida Hospital Waterman could be viewed. Impressed
by the beauty of the piece, Dr. Fedak later helped steer
the arts committee at White Memorial Hospital in Los
Angeles, where she practices, in purchasing a smaller
piece for the admitting office at the hospital.
The process for obtaining the much larger work
at Loma Linda was more complicated. Unlike White
Memorial, the university here had no designated arts
committee at the time. (It does now!) Obtaining
permission to proceed, commissioning the work, choosing
a design, and overseeing the project to completion over the

course of three years to the moment of installation was
undertaken by a class committee of three: Drs. Fedak,
Bailey, and Michael Cater, who worked closely with
Janya Meckelberg of the office of Alumni Advancement
in the Department of Philanthropy. Ms. Meckelberg
was extraordinarily helpful in shepherding the process
through the various levels of administration and
departments whose permission was required, starting at
the top with university president Richard Hart ’70. Once
Dr. Hart gave the go-ahead, the committee met with the
artist, explained the need for a design that would embody
the university’s mission, and identified location that
the LLU engineering and lighting departments agreed
would be acceptable. With all the approvals in place, the
commission moved forward and the piece was installed
just three days prior to the 2014 Annual Postgraduate
Convention.
When asked what prompted her to suggest this
particular project for the class gift, Dr. Fedak quotes the
lines, printed above, from one of her favorite poems. With
the poet’s words in mind, the class of 1969 hopes that
future students at this university will be inspired by the
“hyacinths for the soul” we have left them. 

Members of the class of 1969 stand with their gift in the
Centennial Complex on APC 2014 weekend.
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e have no words to thank God for His guidance. We thank God for what is happening at this
beautiful little Inn. The vision of dedicating this property “to make man whole” is something
that we aim for every day as we conduct business. It brightens our day when we know the Lord is
able to use us to make a difference in someone’s life. your support is vital for the Loma Linda Inn.
—Pete Flores, General Manager
“To the owners and staff of Loma Linda Inn: My little man Jedidiah has finally been
released from LLU Children’s Hospital. Wanted to thank you for all the help and
comfort you and your staff have provided during this crucial time in our family’s
memory. You have been a wonderful asset in our family’s life. Thank you for all
your support. The Loma Linda Inn is a true blessing. Thank you so very much.”
—Jenifer and Joshua

“My experience at LLUMC and Loma Linda Inn has been nothing less than exemplary. The policy of all staff seems to be one of total professionalism, compassion, and
attention toward patients and visitors alike, while enveloped by the guidance of a
Higher Power. I soon realized my stay and treatment here was my best option by far.”
—Mike Sobol, proton patient

“After a year of roughing it in the Marshall Islands, it was such a pleasure and delight to arrive at the Loma Linda Inn. Its calm and pleasant atmosphere gives a
sense of peace and belonging. The high quality and mostly-personalized services
offered by the staff left me in no doubt the value placed on customer care and satisfaction. And the Christian fellowship that I enjoyed during my stay was heavenly. In
addition, the inn is just minutes away from the town center. If I have to visit Loma
Linda again, I will definitely stay at the Loma Linda Inn, a truly thrilling experience.”
—Solomon Senessie, principal of Majuro SDA School System, Marshall Islands

DIGNITY HEALTH – CALIFORNIA—SACRAMENTO AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES
Exceptional opportunities to join well established practices, offers compassionate health care to more than 40 hospitals and care
offering the ideal work/life balance career options. We are seeking centers throughout our organization. The Sacramento area offers
BC/BE physicians who are interested in the following specialties: affordable living, wonderful year-round climate, and a variety of
Family Medicine, Internal Medicine, Gastroenterology, Orthopedics top-rated Christian and public schools. Please send CV to Elaine.
General and Sports, General Surgery and Bariatrics, Ob/Gyn, and Herrenschmidt@DignityHealth.org, or call me at 916-851-2525
Vascular Surgery. Dignity Health, headquartered in San Francisco, (office); 916-601-4556 (cell).www.advanceMDprogram.com.

ADVENTIST HEALTH—WEST COAST
Adventist Health is committed to sharing God’s love
by providing physical, mental and spiritual healing. As a
faith-based, not-for-profit health care delivery system, this
mission is shared by each of the 19 hospitals and over 150
clinics and outpatient facilities we own and manage in
California, Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii. To find out
more about our current physician opportunities, contact
Ryan Rasmusson, Director of Physician Recruitment,
at (800) 847-9840, email phyjobs@ah.org, or visit www.
physiciancareers.ah.org.
Residents and Fellows – Adventist Health’s AdvanceMD
program is all about you. With AdvanceMD you get paid
up to two years before you complete your training.
To compare locations, find out additional
details, and be considered for opportunities, visit
www.advanceMDprogram.com.

DERMATOLOGY RESIDENCY RURAL TRACK
POSITION
We are looking for applicants for an ACGME accredited
dermatology residency slot. The person would complete the first
2 years of the residency at Loma Linda University and the third
year would be at a rural site. For more information email Cindi
Morrill at cmorill@llu.edu.

HISTORICAL SNAPSHOT

W H AT ’ S U P, D O C ?

Where Our
Doctors Work[ed]

W

Marlowe Schaffner ’46 with his mission airplane and medical
team in Malawi.

Joelle E. Rentfro ’41 examines a patient’s throat in India.

here our doctors work—past and present—is a
theme that drives much of our research here in the
Alumni Association media center. From starting one of
the largest cryogenic laboratories in the world to setting
bones in the after-dust of the Haitian earthquakes to
performing career-saving surgeries on Major League
baseball pitchers, our alumni are affecting lives for the
better through their work both at home and abroad.
Because of our school’s founding dream and continued
emphasis on training medical missionaries to serve in farreaching locations, our alumni have blanketed the globe
with the university’s and school of medicine’s mission “to
make man whole.”
In considering our alumni’s rich tradition of
international mission service, we were interested to
learn that there are currently 22 LLU physicians serving
overseas as part of the Deferred Mission Appointee
(DMA) program, 57 DMAs currently in training and
planning to serve upon completion, as well as many
other alumni who practice in foreign lands through
other avenues and organizations. Over this past summer,
after having completed their first year of medical school,
26 LLUSM students journeyed to places like Nigeria,
Honduras, and Nepal for summer rotations where they
were able to utilize their new skills and experience a
practice of medicine heavily dependent on improvisation,
creativity, and perseverance.
We dug up some old LLUSM mission photos from
our archives, but we want to see more! What photos do
you have of your work abroad as a missionary physician?
What memories do you treasure from those experiences?
We’d love to hear from you. 

Contribute to the Journal
Share your mission photos and memories with us
for possible inclusion in the next Alumni Journal by
emailing them to llusmalumni@llu.edu or sending
them by postal mail to:
Alumni Association
11245 Anderson Street, Suite 200
Loma Linda, CA 92354
Photo taken by Matthew Anderson ’09 during his mission in
Nepal.
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Barbara Chase
McKinney ’88

Physician Liaison for Quality & Safety,
Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, FL

Among your friends and family, what are you
famous for?
Travel. For seven years, I traveled frequently to Africa and
Southeast Asia for work. Currently, even though I am
working stateside, friends and family still ask where I’ve
been or where I’m going. They know I love experiencing
new cultures, meeting new people, and having a part in
improving healthcare internationally.

What is your best memory from medical school?
My best memory is probably of an ordinary day. There
was a steady routine in place those first two years. I
arrived at the basic science building before 7:00 a.m.,
ostensibly to get a parking place for my infamous green
Ford Thunderbird (that was back when they were big,
very big). What I truly enjoyed was the opportunity for
uninterrupted study in preparation for the day ahead,
completely focused, lost in the pure joy of learning.

What has been the most meaningful experience
in your medical career?
Creating, piloting, launching, and spreading a laboratory
improvement program for clinical laboratories in
developing countries. Strengthening Laboratory
Management Toward Accreditation (SLMTA) was jointly
launched in 2009 with the CDC and WHO-AFRO. I
feel blessed beyond measure to know that the program
is currently implemented in more than 400 laboratories
in 38 countries. What has been perhaps even more
personally rewarding than the “big picture” work, has
been the training and mentoring of leaders to confidently

spearhead their country’s laboratory improvement efforts
through using the SLMTA tools.

If you were to have worked in a field outside of
medicine, what would it have been and why?
First the fluffy answer: a country singer (if I had the
talent). Now for the actual practical answer: a teacher—
teaching is my true love!

If you could learn to do something new or better,
what would it be?
For a person who does “improvement” for a living, that
is a very tough question. Everything would have to be
included! But I suppose I’d think of some of my activities
outside work—I’d focus on improving my piano playing,
singing, and slalom water skiing.

What is the best advice you’ve ever been given?
Live gratefully. Stimulate gratefulness through a simple
“Stop, Look, Go” practice (from a TED talk I recently
viewed). STOP: Slow down and enjoy ordinary days,
each moment. LOOK: Look for the richness in your life
and open your heart to opportunities. And finally, GO:
Go forth and seize life’s opportunities to grow, learn, and
serve! As I practice living gratefully, my mind is flooded
with gratitude for my amazing family—my husband,
two sons, parents, sibling, and in-laws; meaningful work;
true friends; opportunities past—including studying
medicine at LLUSM—and opportunities future. I am
profoundly grateful for God and His amazing character
of love. 
September-December 2014
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SOUTHERN UNION CONFERENCE
OF SEVENTH-DAY

ADVENTISTS

WEEKEND THEME

Beholding the Great Physician

Biennial

Medical/Dental/Health Professional
CONVENTION
GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE | OCTOBER 9-11, 2014
DIRECTOR, MEDICAL/DENTAL/HEALTH PROFESSIONAL DEPARTMENT,
SOUTHERN UNION CONFERENCE Jim Davidson
Welcome to the 25th consecutive biennial Medical/Dental/Health Professional Convention. We invite you
to fellowship together in the beautiful Smoky Mountains. We know your participation in the weekend will
refresh your faith, renew old friendships, and reconnect you with your family and loved ones. Continuing
education for physicians, pharmacists, dentists, optometrists, nurses, and allied health professionals’ are
part of this special weekend.

WEEKEND GUEST SPEAKER Karl Haffner, Ph.D.
Karl Haffner has spoken extensively to healthcare organizations on topics ranging from leadership issues
to soul fatigue. His humor and enthusiasm are infectious, delighting audiences around the world with his
passion and perspectives. His B.A. and Master’s degrees in business administration, combined with his
B.A. and Master’s degrees in theology, along with a Ph.D. in leadership, make Karl a forceful and credible
voice. Karl currently serves as the Senior Pastor for the Kettering Adventist Church in Kettering, Ohio, and
also serves as the Mission Strategist for the Kettering Health Network.
SPEAKERS

Leif K.
Bakland

Eileen J.
Brantley

Willie L.
Davis

MUSICAL ARTISTS

Charles
Haugabrooks

Carolina
Heart-Song

Naomi Florea

Holly Gadd

Henry Garcia

Barbara
James

Frances
Johnson

Michael
Liedke

David
Markoff

Philip Mills

Lilly Tryon

GOLF TOURNAMENT
A Golf Tournament will be held at Gatlinburg Golf Course on Friday, October 10, at 11:30 a.m.
Advanced registration is required by September 30, 2014.

For more information or to register online go to,
WWW.SOUTHERNUNION.COM/MEDICALDENTALRETREAT

